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ABSTRACT1

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) faces a tightening budget in
the coming years. Despite the lean budget years, unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS) are expected to be a priority. Secretary of Defense Leon
Panetta has pledged to maintain or even increase spending in critical
mission areas, such as cyber offense and defense, special operations
forces, and UAS (Shanker and Bumiller 2011). Due to their usefulness
for intelligence collection in irregular warfare (IW) and
counterinsurgency (COIN), UAS were quickly fielded and sent to theater
without analysis of how their intelligence sensors complemented each
other (Isherwood 2011). There are ways for DoD to improve the methods
of employment and the integration of multi-intelligence capabilities on
assets to better leverage the systems it currently owns.
The general aim of this research is to explore an area in which
DoD can operate “smarter” with its proliferating UAS fleet.
Specifically, this research investigates how DoD can better leverage
UAS and improve multi-intelligence capabilities by expanding its
geolocation capacity through the use of time/frequency-difference-ofarrival (T/FDOA) geolocation on UAS. The research sheds light on
important questions that need to be answered before investing in
T/FDOA-capable UAS. I first demonstrate the potential of T/FDOA
geolocation in the context of how we use UAS today. I then show what
some of the “costs” of adding a T/FDOA geolocation capability to UAS
might be. Finally, I explore how T/FDOA geolocation could improve
multi-intelligence operations.

1

This manuscript was formatted assuming that the reader would have
access to a color copy. Interested readers who obtain a copy that is
difficult to read may contact the author at hale.kimberly@gmail.com for
a color copy.
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SUMMARY

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) faces a tightening budget in
the coming years. Despite the lean budget years, unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS) are expected to be a priority. Secretary of Defense Leon
Panetta has pledged to maintain or even increase spending in critical
mission areas, such as cyber offense and defense, special operations
forces, and UAS (Shanker and Bumiller 2011). Due to their usefulness
for intelligence collection in irregular warfare (IW) and
counterinsurgency (COIN), UAS were quickly fielded and sent to theater
without analysis of how their intelligence sensors complemented each
other (Isherwood 2011). There are ways for DoD to improve the methods
of employment and the integration of multi-intelligence capabilities on
assets to better leverage the systems it currently owns.
The general aim of this research is to identify and explore an
area in which DoD can operate “smarter” with its proliferating UAS
fleet by leveraging geolocation. Geolocation is the identification of
the physical location of an object. Specifically, this research
investigates how DoD can better leverage UAS and improve multiintelligence capabilities by expanding its geolocation capacity through
the use of time/frequency-difference-of-arrival (T/FDOA) geolocation on
UAS.
I focused on the geolocation of radio frequency (RF) emitters used
in a military context. There are several different techniques to
geolocate an emitter. This research investigates the use of T/FDOA
geolocation on UAS and sheds light on important questions that need to
be answered before investing in a T/FDOA capability for UAS.
To perform this research, I created a tool to estimate the
accuracy of T/FDOA geolocation to quantify its effectiveness. The
T/FDOA Accuracy Estimation Model takes a scenario for geolocation and
estimates the accuracy of the cooperative T/FDOA technique, including
the impact of various sources of errors. Quantifying the effectiveness
of T/FDOA geolocation allows this research to answer the proposed
research questions. Beyond the analysis in this dissertation, the tool
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would be useful for assessing the dominant factors in T/FDOA
geolocation accuracy, which can inform decisions on choosing aircraft
orbit geometries to optimize performance, technology investment
decisions, and comparisons of the performance of T/FDOA with
alternative geolocation techniques for specific applications.
I first demonstrate the potential of T/FDOA geolocation in the
context of how we use UAS today to show what a signals intelligence
(SIGINT) system capable of T/FDOA would add. I contrast the T/FDOA
technique with direction finding, which is the common geolocation
technique used in the military today. T/FDOA geolocation is useful
against many targets, particularly those in an IW/COIN environment that
are difficult to geolocate using direction finding. Two of the major
drawbacks to T/FDOA are the need for multiple platforms and the
sensitivity to geometry. The drawbacks do not hinder employment of
T/FDOA as a secondary capability on UAS.
I then show some of the requirements of adding a T/FDOA
geolocation capability to UAS. Small changes are necessary to implement
T/FDOA on UAS. The technology for T/FDOA-capable sensors already
exists, and many UAS are nearly equipped to be capable. Today, one of
the largest drivers of manpower for UAS is the processing,
exploitation, and dissemination (PED) needed to turn the data collected
into actionable intelligence. The manpower and cost implications appear
to be small compared with the requirements to PED other sensors.
Finally, I explore how T/FDOA geolocation could improve multiintelligence operations. Adding a SIGINT with T/FDOA capability to UAS
instantly increases our ability to provide more information about
targets by layering complementing intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) sensors. T/FDOA geolocation provides high-accuracy
geolocation very quickly, reducing the time delay between intelligence
types and the area that a second intelligence, such as full-motion
video (FMV), would need to search. For command, control, and
communication (C3), the emerging ISR mission type orders (MTO) concept
meets the C3 needs for T/FDOA geolocation in complex operating
environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) faces steep budget declines
over the next decade. Military acquisition and research, development,
test, and evaluation will likely be the hardest hit by spending cuts
(Eaglen and Nguyen 2011). Despite the lean budget years, unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) are expected to be a priority. Secretary of
Defense Leon Panetta has pledged to keep the spending constant or even
increase spending in critical mission areas, such as cyber offense and
defense, special operations forces, and UAS (Shanker and Bumiller
2011). As part of the plus-up to fight the wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq, DoD invested heavily in UAS for intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR). The result was quickly fielding and sending to
theater complex systems. The UAS inventory surged from 163 in February
2003 to over 6,000 today (Bone and Bolkcom 2003; Kempinski 2011). These
UAS were rapidly amassed and employed, with very little analysis of how
the different ISR sensors complemented each other (Isherwood 2011).
There are ways for DoD to improve the methods used to employ UAS and
the integration of multi-intelligence capabilities on assets to better
leverage the systems it currently owns. The general aim of this
research is to identify and explore one area in which DoD can operate
“smarter” with its proliferating UAS fleet by leveraging geolocation.
Geolocation is the identification of the physical location of an
object. This research focuses on a method of employment coupled with
small technological changes that can significantly improve the
geolocation capabilities of DoD.
Specifically, this research investigates how DoD can better
leverage UAS and improve multi-intelligence capabilities by expanding
its geolocation capacity through the use of time/frequency-differenceof-arrival (T/FDOA) geolocation on unmanned assets. This advancement in
geolocation would improve several aspects of ISR. It would increase the
hunting ability for UAS, which are often termed hunter-killer
platforms, potentially shortening the kill chain. Focusing on ISR,
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improved geolocation would enable better cross-cueing between platforms
or self-cueing on multi-intelligence platforms, creating a richer
intelligence picture. Incorporating T/FDOA geolocation would require
changes. A new concept of operation (CONOP) needs to be developed for
the execution of T/FDOA from ISR platforms and the incorporation of
multi-intelligence sources. Payload modifications, though hypothesized
to be modest, need to be quantified. The impacts on the processing,
exploitation, and dissemination (PED) process also need to be evaluated
to determine the efficacy of this concept. This research is intended to
inform DoD policy by showing that an expanded use of T/FDOA geolocation
on UAS would improve multi-intelligence capabilities.
MOTIVATION

AND

BACKGROUND

The 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) stresses the importance
of increased ISR to support the warfighter. The QDR articulates several
priorities involving the growth of ISR, including expansions of the
“intelligence, analysis, and targeting capacity” and of “unmanned
aircraft systems for ISR” (Department of Defense 2010). The Unmanned
Systems Integrated Roadmap FY2009-2034, published by the Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics,
outlines priorities for future investment in unmanned systems and
echoes similar themes. The top two priorities for future investments in
UAS are improvements in reconnaissance and surveillance, particularly
multi-intelligence capable platforms, and improvements in target
identification and designation, including the ability to precisely
geolocate military targets in real time (Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics 2009).
Geolocation is the identification of the physical location of
objects on the earth. The term is used to refer to both the action of
locating and the results of the localization. There are numerous ways
to accomplish geolocation. This research focuses on the geolocation of
radio frequency (RF) emitters used in a military context. Geolocation
of RF emitters is critical to a wide variety of military applications.
In conflicts, geolocation is vital for both targeting and situational
awareness. RF emitters of interest range from elements of an integrated
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air defense system and communications nodes in a major combat operation
to insurgents communicating with push-to-talk radios. A key difference
in military geolocation is the non-cooperation of targets. An enemy
usually attempts to disguise emissions using evasive techniques that
complicate geolocation. For example, the time of transmission might not
be known. The military uses signals intelligence (SIGINT) to take
advantage of the electromagnetic emissions intercepted from targets.
These electromagnetic emissions can provide information on the
intention, capabilities, or location of adversary forces (AFDD 2-0).
Many intelligence tasks depend on geolocation; however, each task
does not require the same level of accuracy. Table 1.1 summarizes
specific intelligence tasks requiring geolocation, comments on the
value of geolocation, and gives an idea of the accuracy needed.
Although these accuracies are intended to be ballpark figures, they
highlight the need for significant accuracy for certain tasks, such as
precision location.
Table 1.1
Geolocation Contribution to Intelligence Tasks
Objective

Value

Weapon sensor location
(self-protection)
Emitter differentiation

Allows threats to be avoided
or negated through jamming
Allows sorting by location
for separation of threats for
identification processing
Allows narrowed
reconnaissance search
Locate emitter types
associated with specific
weapons/ units. Provides
information on enemy
strength, deployment, etc.
Allows threat to be avoided
by other friendly forces
Allows direct attack

Enemy asset location
Electronic order of battle

Weapon sensor location
Precision target location

Accuracy
Needed
Low
(5km2)

Medium
(1km2)

High
(100m2)
SOURCE: Table adapted from Adamy, D. (2001). EW 101. Boston, Artech
House. p. 144.
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There are several techniques currently used to geolocate an RF
emitter. These techniques include using the angle of arrival (AOA) of
the emission, using coherent time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) at a
single platform, using non-coherent TDOA for the emission to multiple
receivers, and using the frequency-difference-of-arrival (FDOA) for the
emission to multiple receivers. Each of the techniques depends on
precise measurements. Errors in the accuracy of the measurements impact
the accuracy of geolocation, resulting in some amount of error inherent
in the geolocation.
The errors involved and the impact on the accuracy of the
geolocation depend on the technique used. These errors include such
things as positioning errors (how well the aircraft knows its own
position), signal measurement errors (how well the receiver can capture
the received signal), and noise inherent in the signal. To reduce
error, techniques can be combined and used together, for example T/FDOA
geolocation leverages both TDOA and FDOA to determine position more
accurately. Regardless of the system used, the geolocation accuracy is
dependent on the accuracy of the chosen technique and how the SIGINT
system is designed to minimize error (Adamy 2001).
The military traditionally uses direction finding, also known as
triangulation, to fix the position of an emitter using specialized
manned aircraft. In direction finding, an aircraft would measure the
AOA at multiple locations along a baseline to create lines of bearing
(LOBs) between the receiver and the emitter. Two or more LOBs enable
the emitter to be fixed at the intersection of these different LOBs.
Figure 1.1 depicts a pictorial of direction finding. Single-receiver
direction finding requires one receiver to measure the signal at one
position and then move and re-measure the same signal. Multi-receiver
direction finding requires at least two geographically separated
receivers collecting LOBs on the same target. There are many algorithms
available to calculate the emitter location. These range from plotting
LOBs on a common map to calculations based on statistical techniques
such as least-squares error estimation and the discrete probability
density method (Poisel 2005).
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Direction finding and T/FDOA are difficult to directly compare.
The accuracy of each technique is dependent on the specific
application, and so it is more useful to contrast the advantages and
limitations of each technique. Table 1.2 shows advantages and
limitations for direction finding with a single receiver, direction
finding with multiple geographically separated receivers, and T/FDOA.

Sensitive Sensitive Requires Time needed Signals
Requires
to
to target multiple
for
of
directional
geometry movement aircraft geolocation interest
antenna

Table 1.2
Summary of Pros and Cons of Geolocation Techniques
Direction Finding
(Single Receiver)

Direction Finding
(Multi-Receiver)

Yes

Yes (on each
platform)

No

Low power, high
frequency

Low power, high
frequency

Low power,
low frequency

2-3 minutes

Nearly
instantaneous

Nearly
instantaneous

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

T/FDOA

Adding a T/FDOA geolocation capability to UAS would increase both
the capacity and capability for geolocation. Today, the number of large
UAS owned by the Air Force is on par with the number of manned
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ISR/command and control (C2) platforms. Placing T/FDOA geolocation on
these UAS would more than double the number of collectors capable of
geolocation.3 The UAS inventory is also expected to increase in the
coming years, potentially bringing the number of group 4/5 UAS to over
500 for the Air Force and Navy alone. Using T/FDOA geolocation would
also expand the overall capability for geolocation. Signals that are
difficult to geolocate with direction finding for a variety of reasons,
such as length of emission, range from collector, and the frequency
used, can be located with good accuracy using T/FDOA geolocation. The
techniques are contrasted in more depth in Chapter Three.
The expansion of capability and capacity would benefit several
aspects of ISR. Higher-accuracy geolocation yields better intelligence.
T/FDOA geolocation is able to achieve high enough accuracy to be
targetable. Targetable accuracy geolocation determined by a multi-role
UAS, such as an armed MQ-9 Reaper, could shorten the sensor-to-shooter
timeline. Geolocation is also very useful for cross-cueing. Today, we
use UAS predominantly for their FMV sensors. Unfortunately an FMV
sensor has a limited field of view, often compared to looking through a
soda straw. SIGINT has a much wider field of view, potentially only
limited by the line of sight to the radar horizon. A geolocation tip on
a known adversary frequency could be used to cue an FMV sensor to
identify and perhaps neutralize the target. The increase in geolocation
capacity equates to more information about targets that might not have
been captured previously. More and better quality geolocation that is
catalogued would have impacts on the later phases of PED, such as
forensics. Forensics draws together intelligence derived from multiple
sources to provide an in-depth analysis. An example of forensics would
be an analysis of a roadside bomb explosion. The analysis would pull
all available intelligence to try to determine details about the
incident, such as when the bomb was placed, when it was detonated, etc.
If catalogued, the expanded collection and geolocation from using
3As

of Jan 2012, the number of manned ISR/C2 assets (U-2, MC-12, E3B, E-4B, E-8C, RC-135B/S/U/V/WH, EC-130) was 145 aircraft (according
to fact sheets on www.af.mil). The number of large (group 4/5) multirole/ISR UAS is approximately 180 aircraft (according to the Aircraft
Procurement Plan FY2012-2041).
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T/FDOA on UAS could increase the available information for forensic
analysis.
T/FDOA IMPLEMENTATION

IN THE

MILITARY

For several decades, the military invested in technologies to
improve geolocation through the implementation of T/FDOA geolocation,
although to date this technology has not been incorporated on UAS. The
Precision Location and Strike System (PLSS) was one of the first
efforts to use TDOA geolocation. Throughout the 1970s, this program
attempted to quickly triangulate hostile emitters with high enough
accuracy to target with weapons using a combination of TDOA and other
techniques (U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment 1987). It
utilized three aircraft collecting electronic intelligence data. These
data were then relayed to a ground station that used TDOA, direction of
arrival, and distance measuring equipment to fix the position of the
target. The Air Force spent millions of dollars on the development of
PLSS, but the project never succeeded because of technical challenges
(Pocock 2008).
The advent of GPS, improvements in computer processing power, and
higher-bandwidth communications since the early 1990s enabled more
recent attempts to use T/FDOA geolocation for near-real-time precision
location of hostile emitters from the air. In 1991, the Army upgraded
its Guardrail Common Sensor system to have a limited TDOA capability
that depended on an initial cue.4 In 1997, the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) began work on Advanced Tactical Targeting
Technologies (AT3), the first system designed and built to fully employ
T/FDOA geolocation. DARPA’s goal was to develop and demonstrate the
enabling technologies for a cost-effective, tactical targeting system
for the lethal suppression of enemy air defenses. The idea was to
generate and distribute highly precise location of radars within
seconds using T/FDOA geolocation. Emitter collection packages would be
hosted on combat aircraft, obviating the need for any dedicated
collection platforms. Instead, collection would be opportunistic, with
4

Subsequent upgrades to the Guardrail system added a true T/FDOA
capability.
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minimal pre-coordination required. The DARPA system has been
incorporated in the F-16 HARM Targeting System, greatly improving the
ability of F-16 Block 50s to quickly locate and engage an emitting
target (Cote 2010). Another program, Net-Centric Collaborative
Targeting (NCCT), greatly expanded the geolocation capabilities of
manned ISR assets. Integrated on assets such as the RC-135, RC-130, EC130, U-2, and EP-3, NCCT allows separate sensors to cooperatively
geolocate a target (Anonymous 2008). To date, such technologies are not
incorporated on unmanned ISR assets, such as MQ-9 Reapers or MQ-1C Grey
Eagles.
Academic research on T/FDOA geolocation centers on methods of
estimation and the impact of errors on accuracy. Chestnut (1982)
determined relationships between errors in measurement and geolocation
accuracy. Bardelli, Haworth, and Smith (1995) found that the Cramér-Rao
lower bounds on T/FDOA measurement are typically so small5 that
positioning errors and other measurement errors predominate. Musicki
and Koch (2008) devised a method to estimate emitter location accuracy
using T/FDOA and compared it with geolocation results from a direction
finding approach. Musicki, Kaune, and Koch (2010) proposed a method for
recursive tracking of a mobile emitter using T/FDOA. This research
expands on academic literature by examining important questions that
need to be answered before investing in T/FDOA-capable UAS.
Much of the academic research on geolocation with UAS focuses on
using autonomous, often small UAS that cooperate as a swarm (Okello
2006; Marsh, Gossink et al. 2007; Scerri, Glinton et al. 2007; Liang
and Liang 2011). These works highlight advantages of small UAS,
including their lower cost and higher mobility. Although small UAS have
some characteristics that lend themselves to being used for
geolocation, larger UAS provide a significant opportunity to leverage
T/FDOA geolocation. This research focuses on larger UAS. Group 4/5 UAS,
defined as UAS that have a gross weight of larger than 1,320 lbs, show
potential for hosting a T/FDOA capability. Some examples of these UAS
include the Army’s MQ-1C Grey Eagle, the Air Force’s MQ-9 Reaper, and
5

A Cramér-Rao lower bound gives a lower bound on the variance of
any unbiased estimator.
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the Navy’s MQ-4C BAMS. These UAS have characteristics that make them a
logical choice for integrating a T/FDOA geolocation capability. Their
large size gives them the payload capacity needed to host multiple
sensors. Their long endurance and employment altitude allow for long
collection times over significant geographic areas. The large and
growing inventory of group 4/5 UAS provides the required ability to
mass numbers of equipped platforms over one geographic area.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The chapters that follow each focus on one question to inform the
overall recommendation of integrating T/FDOA geolocation on UAS
platforms to expand the geolocation capacity and increase multiintelligence capabilities. The analysis leverages mathematical modeling
techniques and geospatial analysis to answer the following research
questions:
1. When would T/FDOA geolocation be useful on UAS?
2. What is needed to use T/FDOA geolocation on UAS?
3. How can T/FDOA geolocation be leveraged in multi-intelligence
operations on UAS?
Each research question is divided into several tasks that help to
answer the questions.
The first research question focuses on whether T/FDOA geolocation
would be useful if we were to add the capability to UAS operating
today. Specifically, I am interested in whether T/FDOA would fill a gap
and be a practical capability on UAS. The accuracy of geolocation of a
signal is dependent on the method of geolocation used, the
characteristics of the scenario, and the signals of interest. Direction
finding is a common geolocation technique used today. T/FDOA
geolocation offers distinct advantages over direction finding. First, I
explore these advantages using a simple model of direction finding to
contrast the two techniques. This model is described in Appendix A. Two
major drawbacks of T/FDOA geolocation are that it requires multiple
equipped platforms and that the geolocation accuracy is extremely
sensitive to the geometry of the receiver platforms in relation to the
target emitter. Today, multi-intelligence capable platforms are tasked
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with one intelligence priority (e.g., signals intelligence-prime), and
the orbit flown is optimized for that mission. I examine the impact of
these orbit geometries on the expected accuracy given different
intelligence priorities using the T/FDOA Accuracy Estimation Tool. For
T/FDOA geolocation, the multiple equipped platforms must be operating
within line of sight of the same target. Using a combination of
geospatial analysis and the T/FDOA Accuracy Estimation Tool, I analyze
the line of sight coverage overlap and the resulting accuracy available
for specific targets in the current operating environment.
Any modification to how a mission is accomplished will have
ramifications and cost implications in other areas. The second research
question investigates some of these implications. Before T/FDOA is
implemented, the requisite hardware and software modifications to
platforms need to be determined. I research DARPA’s AT3 program as an
example of successful T/FDOA geolocation implementation. An addition of
T/FDOA capability will likely impact the already manpower constrained
processing, exploitation, dissemination (PED) enterprise. I examine the
workload for T/FDOA PED. Then, using the current PED operations
conducted by the Distributed Common Ground Systems (DCGS) as a
baseline, I determine whether the workload requires additional
personnel and calculate the total additional personnel burden. As
mentioned in the introduction, fiscal constraints faced by DoD will be
severe in the coming years. To recommend using T/FDOA in this climate,
an understanding of what the potential cost implications for T/FDOA is
necessary. I estimate the cost implications of the additional
personnel.
Most UAS are equipped with several different types of sensors. DoD
would like to capitalize on these multi-intelligence capable platforms
to collect more complete information on targets and use one
intelligence collection to cue another intelligence collection. The
third research question explores how T/FDOA can improve multiintelligence operations. T/FDOA geolocation can provide highly accurate
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geolocation within seconds.6 This combination of accuracy and speed can
in turn aid in multi-intelligence collection through improved cueing.
The time burden of T/FDOA geolocation is impacted by the command,
control, and communication (C3) channels used to pass the geolocation
from the analysis source to the warfighter. Today’s C3 channels were
designed to pass geolocation from manned intelligence platforms,
commonly using direction finding, where timeliness is not as important.
I examine the kind of C3 needed to enable multi-intelligence crosscueing.
The research outlined above sheds light on important questions
that need to be answered before investing in T/FDOA-capable UAS. The
first research question demonstrates the potential of T/FDOA
geolocation in the context of how we use UAS today. The second question
shows what some of the “costs” of adding a T/FDOA geolocation
capability to UAS might be. The third question explores how T/FDOA
geolocation could improve multi-intelligence cueing. Each research
question helps to inform the overall policy recommendation of better
leveraging UAS and improving multi-intelligence capabilities through
the use of T/FDOA geolocation.
ORGANIZATION

OF THE

DISSERTATION

Chapter Two presents the T/FDOA Accuracy Estimation Tool that will
be used throughout the analysis. Chapter Three discusses when T/FDOA
would be useful in the context of today’s operations. Chapter Four
examines what is needed to use T/FDOA geolocation focusing on the
requisite system modifications and the impacts on the PED enterprise.
Chapter Five shows how T/FDOA geolocation could be leveraged in multiintelligence operations. Chapter Six summarizes the conclusions and
policy recommendation. Several appendixes are included to provide
further information on the models used and results summarized in the
body of the dissertation.

6

An example error ellipse with good geometry would give in a semimajor axis of 37m and a semi-minor axis of 19m, resulting in an area of
2,210m. See Chapter Two for more examples.
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2. T/FDOA ACCURACY ESTIMATION MODEL

The T/FDOA Accuracy Estimation Model takes a scenario for
geolocation and estimates the accuracy of the cooperative T/FDOA
technique, including the impact of various sources of errors. The tool
improves on other tools to estimate the accuracy of T/FDOA in the
literature by including errors in the measurement of the aircraft state
vector. The tool was needed to evaluate the accuracy of T/FDOA as a
means of quantifying the benefits of T/FDOA geolocation for this
dissertation. Beyond this research, the simulation provides a useful
tool for assessing the dominant factors in T/FDOA geolocation accuracy
that can inform decisions on choosing aircraft orbit geometries to
optimize performance, technology investment decisions, and comparisons
of the performance of T/FDOA with alternative geolocation techniques
for specific applications.
There are several methods to solve for TDOA and FDOA in the
academic literature. Ho and Chan (1993) show how to estimate position
at the intersection of two or more hyperbolae using TDOA measurements.
Chestnut (1982) derives formulas for cooperative T/FDOA. Ren, Fowler,
and Wu (2009) use the Gauss-Newton method for non-linear least-squares
to estimate the emitter location using cooperative T/FDOA. Prior work
on the estimation of accuracy for cooperative T/FDOA takes into account
the precision for the measurement of time difference and frequency
difference known as Cramér-Rao lower bounds. Bardelli, Haworth, and
Smith (1995) found that the Cramér-Rao lower bounds on TDOA and FDOA
are often so small that equipment errors predominate. Equipment errors
in the aircraft state vector, such as error in the estimation of
position and speed by the platforms conducting the geolocation, have
been noted but not explicitly included in previous research. The T/FDOA
Accuracy Estimation Model expands on previous research by including
measurement errors of the aircraft state vector as well as the
traditional Cramér-Rao lower bounds on the measurement of TDOA and
FDOA.
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estimated positions. I use the sample covariance matrix to determine an
error ellipse. The output of the tool is this error ellipse.
MEASUREMENT

AND

SOURCES

OF

ERROR

The equations for TDOA and FDOA are described by position,
velocity, and signal characteristics. Let 

denote a TDOA measurement

and  denote a FDOA measurement. Let v  R

and w  R n denote the

n

positions of the pair of receivers. Similarly, let v  R n and w  R n
denote the corresponding velocities of the pair of receivers. Let c
denote the speed of light and f denote the center frequency of the
emitter. The equations to calculate TDOA and FDOA are as follows:


TDOA equation:


FDOA equation:

f
c

1
v x  w x
c



 T v  x 
w  x  
v
 wT

w  x 
vx

.

As noted in Okello (2006), T/FDOA geolocation requires precise
data on the distance between each sensor and a precise clock to
synchronize the timing of measurements. Due to measurement errors, TDOA
and FDOA measurements are rarely consistent, meaning that an exact
solution that satisfies both the TDOA and FDOA equations rarely exists.
Our model considers several different sources of error. Consistent with
other works, these measurement errors are assumed to be zero-mean
Gaussian (Musicki and Koch, 2008). There is error inherent in a
receiver’s ability to measure its own position and velocity, σ p and σ v ,
respectively. The measurement of TDOA and FDOA each introduce errors
due to noise in the receivers, σ τ and σ  . TDOA measurement also includes
clock synchronization error, σ T . The errors and their values are listed
in Table 2.1.

one approaches convergence. Also, the approximation is always positive
definite, which ensures we obtain a descent direction, even for a nonconvex problem such as this.
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Table 2.1
Data for Error Model
Error

Value of Error
Default is 10.2 m, based on GPS P(Y) code error

σp
σv

 
 

1
2 Brms BTS e
1
2 Trms BTS e

σ T  100  10 9 sec

Default is 5 cm/s, based on typical error for
GPS or low grade IMU
I use Cramér-Rao lower bounds (Musicki, Kaune et
al. 2010)
I use Cramér-Rao lower bounds (Musicki, Kaune et
al. 2010)
Default is times the worst-case GPS satellite
clock error.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
I formulate the problem as a non-linear least-squares optimization
problem to find the emitter position that minimizes the deviation from
zero for every T/FDOA measurement. I first fit a least-squares
optimization to the T/FDOA equations. I want to find the emitter
position that is most consistent in the least-squares sense; that is,
the emitter position that minimizes the sum of the squared residuals.
Let  i denote the ith TDOA measurement for i  1,  , m . Similarly, let i
denote the ith FDOA measurement for i  1,  , m . Let v i  R n and wi  R n
denote the positions of the ith unique pair of receivers for i  1,  , m .
Similarly, let v i  R n and wi  R n denote the corresponding velocities of
the ith unique pair of receivers. Let c denote the speed of light and f
denote the frequency of the emitter. Then

v1  x  w1  x  c 1
v 2  x  w2  x  c 2

v m  x  wm  x  c m
c
T v1  x 
T w1  x 
x   arg min v1 v  x  w1 w  x  f 1
1
1
xR n
c
T v 2  x 
T w2  x 
v2
 w2
 2
f
v2  x
w2  x

c
T v m  x 
T w m  x 
vm
 wm
 m
f
vm  x
wm  x

2

.

∗

is given by:
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This is a non-convex optimization problem. I can show that a
least-squares fit is non-convex through counter examples. If a function
were convex, then the entire function would lie on or below a line
segment connecting any two points on the function. Mathematically, this
is stated as:

g ax  1  a  y   ag  x   1  a g  y , for any 0  a  1 .
The function for the normalized TDOA fit would be:

g x    v  x  w  x  c 

2

Let

2,

1, and

.

1.5. I can then check the convexity for this

example by graphing. The graph on the left in Figure 2.2 shows clearly
that the least-squares fit to TDOA is not convex. Similarly, the
function for the normalized FDOA fit would be:
2

 v  x 
w  x   c 
g x    v T
 wT
vx
w x
f 

.
If we set the data, let

̅

1,

2,

1,

⁄

2.5, we can graph

the function. The graph on the right in Figure 2.2 shows that the
least-squares fit to FDOA is also not convex.
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Figure 2.2
Graph of TDOA and FDOA for Convexity Proof
Graph of FDOA

Graph of TDOA
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As a result of the non-convexity, the algorithm may not converge
to a global minimum. If it is provided an initial estimate that is
close to optimal, the algorithm will converge in most cases. For our
application, we know the true position of the emitter and use it as our
initial estimate.9 This does not guarantee convergence for every case;
however, it works in most situations. The tool informs the user if the
solution did not converge, and these data are removed for the
statistical calculations.10
9

The non-convexity of this problem requires a good initial
estimate, in the neighborhood of the optimal solution. Using the true
position of the emitter provides an initial estimate that should be
close for most cases. This initial estimate will not impact the
resulting error ellipse, as the algorithm will still converge at the
optimal solution.
10 The non-convergence is a result of the non-convexity of the
problem. Unfortunately, it is unavoidable. When a solution does not
converge, it typical means that the initial estimate (the true
position) was far from the optimal solution. This situation is the
result of poor geometry. As a reviewer noted, removing the failures
could impact the accuracy results, since they are the worst cases. I
conducted some sensitivity analysis to see the extent of nonconvergence. The Monte-Carlo simulation uses 500 iterations, and the
percentage of non-convergences is typically very small, less than 5
percent. If the proportion of non-convergences reaches greater than 10
percent, the tool will inform the user that there are not enough
samples to estimate the accuracy. I never encountered this situation.
In general, if there is non-convergence, the geolocation from that
particular application is extremely poor. Removing the failures does
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I reformulate the problem to simplify the notation. Let  i denote
the ith TDOA measurement for i  1,  , m1 . Similarly, let i denote the ith
FDOA measurement for i  1,  , m2 . Assume that m3 unique pairs of receivers
collect the measurements. Let v i  R n and wi  R n denote the positions of
the ith unique pair of receivers for i  1,  , m3 . Similarly, let v i  R n and
wi  R n denote the corresponding velocities of the ith unique pair of

receivers. Let T i   1,2, , m3  denote the index of the receiver pair that

collects  i for i  1,  , m1 and let F i   1,2,  , m3  denote the index of the
receiver pair that collects i for i  1,  , m2 .

v T i   x  wT i   x   i c

v
w F i  m1   x
Let ri x   
F i  m1   x
T
T
v
w

 i c / f


F

i
m

F

i
m

1
1

v F i  m1   x
w F i  m1   x










i  1,  , m1
i  m1  1, m1  2  , m1  m 2

The optimization problem is now:

minimize g x  

m1  m2

 r x 

2

i

i 1

.

This is a non-linear least squares optimization problem, and I use
the Gauss-Newton method with a backtracking line search to solve it.
The Gauss-Newton method is an algorithm for solving convex non-linear
least-squares problems. The method defines a descent direction using
the gradient and an approximation of the Hessian denoted H.11 I use a
backtracking line search to determine the step size. The algorithm as
applied to our problem is as follows:

not impact the results throughout this dissertation. In the remainder
of this research, I categorize the error ellipse accuracy into high
(<100m2), medium (<1km2), low (<5km2), and unusable. Non-convergence
would only appear in applications that result in unusable accuracies.
11 This estimate of the Hessian converges to the Hessian as the
gradient vanishes.
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Given an initial point x  R n , tolerance   0, parameter   0,1/2
while g x   
H 2

m1  m2

 r x r x 

T

i

i

i 1

u   H 1g x  (i.e., solve Hu  g x  for u )
t 1
while g x  tu   g x   tg x  u
t t/2
T

end
x  x  tu
end
With each run, the estimated position of the emitter is saved.
These estimated positions are used to calculate the mean estimated
position and a covariance matrix. Using the eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix, we can determine the uncertainty in each direction
and plot this uncertainty to create an error ellipse.
HOW

THE

TOOL WORKS

The tool uses a Monte-Carlo simulation to estimate the accuracy of
geolocation. For each run of the tool, the true TDOA and FDOA are
calculated using the true positions. Then, the errors are incorporated.
The errors are modeled as separate random samples each drawn from
Gaussian distributions with the variance of the error parameter. During
each iteration, the randomly sampled error is added to the true value.
All of the errors are included in each model run. The errors for TDOA
and FDOA measurement (   and

 ,

respectively) are introduced using the

errors from the Cramér-Rao lower bounds. Random synchronization clock
error ( σ T ) is also added to the TDOA measurement. Then random noise is
σ
σ
added to the positions ( p ) and velocities ( v ) of the receivers to
simulate the aircraft state vector measurement error. For example, if
the true aircraft position was [100m, 150m, 90m] and the random error
sample for position was 7.8m, the aircraft position used for that
iteration would be [107.8m, 157.8m, 97.8m]. The T/FDOA measurement and
positions that incorporate the errors are then used in the non-linear
least-squares optimization to determine the most consistent emitter
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position. Statistics between this estimated position and the true
emitter position are used as estimates of the geolocation accuracy.
EXAMPLES

OF

TOOL

The T/FDOA Accuracy Estimation Model shows how the different
inputs to cooperative T/FDOA impact the accuracy with which an emitter
can be geolocated. The following examples are meant to illustrate the
sensitivity of the tool to several of the model inputs. The accuracy is
extremely sensitive to geometry and the number of receivers available.
By geometry, I am referring to the positioning and speed of the
receivers relative to the target. The receivers must be located such
that there are time differences between the arrivals of the signal. The
receivers must also be traveling with different velocities with respect
to the targeted emitter so that there are calculable frequency
differences of arrivals. The measurement errors can also significantly
impact the accuracy of geolocation.
Example: Impact of Geometry
In this scenario, there are two receivers positioned around the
emitter. The emitter has a 164 MHz signal that lasts for 30 seconds
with a 25 MHz bandwidth, and 5W EIRP, a typical power for a VHF pushto-talk radio. There is a 190°K noise temperature at the receivers with
a 4dB noise figure. The receivers are both headed east at 100 m/sec.
Figure 2.3 shows the scenario and the resultant error ellipse. The
receivers are the blue crosses, and the emitter is the red cross.
Positions are in units of kilometers. The error ellipse is in units of
meters.
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Fi
igure 2.3
Tw
wo Receive
er Example with 1-Si
igma Error Ellipse

Legendd:
+ Receiiver
+ Emittter

2
The error
r ellipse is
i about 2210m
2
cent
tered on th
he emitter
r. If the

posit
tion of on
ne of the receiver
r
is
i changed,
, keeping all else c
constant,
the size
s
of th
he error el
llipse can
n increase drastical
lly. Figure
e 2.4
shows
s the resu
ultant erro
or ellipse
e after mov
ving one r
receiver to
o be much
close
er to the other.
Fi
igure 2.4
g One Recei
iver for P
Poor Geomet
try
Moving

Legendd:
+ Receiiver
+ Emittter
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This new ellipse is
s about 65
5,000m2. As
s the two r
receivers move
close
er togethe
er, the dif
fference in
i arrival for both TDOA and F
FDOA
becom
mes so sma
all that me
easurement
t errors an
nd noise d
dominant th
he
measu
urement.
Examp
ple: Impac
ct of Numbe
er of Rece
eivers
The numbe
er of recei
ivers is a major det
terminant of the siz
ze of the
error
r ellipse.
. Returning
g to the same
s
scenar
rio as the
e first exa
ample with
h
two receivers
r
positioned
d advantag
geously, we
e can add another re
eceiver.
Fi
igure 2.5
Adding
g a Receiv
ver

Legendd:
+ Receiiver
+ Emittter

r ellipse is
i now muc
ch smaller,
, at 392m2. The numb
ber and
The error
posit
tioning of
f the recei
ivers are significan
nt contrib
butors to t
the
estim
mated erro
or ellipse.
.
Examp
ple: Impac
ct of Measu
urement Er
rrors
The measu
urement err
rors incor
rporated in
n the tool
l are also important
t
contr
ributors to
t the size
e of the error
e
ellip
pse. Again
n, returnin
ng to the
same scenario as the fir
rst exampl
le with two
o receiver
rs position
ned
advan
ntageously
y, we see the
t
impact
t of the er
rror inher
rent in a r
receiver’s
s
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abili
ity to mea
asure its own
o
positi
ion and vel
locity, σp2 and σv2
respe
ectively. These impa
acts are shown
s
in Fi
igure 2.6 and Figure
e 2.7.

Fi
igure 2.6
Ellip
pse with Re
educed Pos
sition Erro
or

Legendd:
+ Receiiver
+ Emittter

Fi
igure 2.7
Ellip
pse with Re
educed Vel
locity Erro
or

Legendd:
+ Receiiver
+ Emittter
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Reducing the error in the po
osition mea
asurement by half re
esults in
a sli
ight reduc
ction of th
he error ellipse
e
to 2070m2. Re
educing on
nly the
error
r in veloc
city measur
rement by half reduc
ces the er
rror ellips
se to
1230m
m2.
Fi
igure 2.8
llipse wit
th Reduced Time Sync
chronizatio
on Error
El

Legendd:
+ Receiiver
+ Emittter

Alternati
ively, decr
reasing th
he time syn
nchronizat
tion error between
the receivers
r
by a facto
or of 10 reduces
r
the
e error el
llipse to 6
615m2. The
tool is also capable
c
of handling scenarios in three dimensions
s. The
resul
lt is an accuracy
a
el
llipsoid that
t
incorp
porates un
ncertainty in the
estim
mation of the altitu
ude of the
e emitter.
The T/FDO
OA Accuracy
y Estimati
ion Tool ca
an provide
e useful in
nformation
n
acros
ss a varie
ety of appl
lications. The tool can be us
sed to pred
dict the
T/FDO
OA geoloca
ation accur
racy given
n a specifi
ic applica
ation. It c
can also
be le
everaged for
f
researc
ch, such as
a the quan
ntitative analysis i
in this
disse
ertation. For this research,
r
the tool w
was needed
d to evalua
ate the
accur
racy of T/
/FDOA as a means of quantifyin
ng the ben
nefits of T
T/FDOA
geolo
ocation.
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3. WHEN IS T/FDOA GEOLOCATION USEFUL?

This chapter focuses on whether T/FDOA geolocation would be useful
as a capability added to UAS operating today. Specifically, I am
interested in whether T/FDOA would fill a gap and be a practical
capability on UAS. The accuracy of the geolocation of a signal is
dependent on the method of geolocation used, the characteristics of the
scenario, and the signal of interest. Direction finding is a common
geolocation technique; however, T/FDOA geolocation offers distinct
advantages over direction finding. I explore these advantages using a
simple model of direction finding to contrast the two techniques. The
model is described in Appendix A.
Two major shortcomings of T/FDOA geolocation are the sensitivity
of geolocation accuracy to the geometry of the receivers and the target
and the requirement for multiple equipped platforms. I explore these
two drawbacks in the context of today’s operating environment. Today,
multi-intelligence capable platforms are tasked with one intelligence
priority (e.g., full-motion video-prime), and the orbit flown is
optimized for that mission. If T/FDOA were to be added to UAS, I assume
that UAS would continue performing their primary mission as tasked
today, with geolocation done as a secondary mission. I examine the
impact of the orbit geometries dictated by the primary intelligence
mission on the expected geolocation accuracy using the T/FDOA Accuracy
Estimation Tool. For T/FDOA geolocation, the multiple equipped
platforms must be operating within line of sight of the same target.
Using a combination of geospatial analysis and the T/FDOA Accuracy
Estimation Tool, I analyze the line of sight coverage overlap and the
resulting accuracy for specific targets in the current operating
environment.
A CONTRAST

OF

DIRECTION FINDING

AND

T/FDOA GEOLOCATION

In the Introduction, some advantages and drawbacks to the
traditional geolocation technique of direction finding and T/FDOA
geolocation were briefly discussed. T/FDOA and direction finding are
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diffi
icult to directly
d
co
ompare, be
ecause the accuracy of each te
echnique
is se
ensitive to
t variable
es that ar
re specific
c to each applicatio
on. It is
more useful to
o contrast the techn
niques. Thi
is section
n goes into
o more
depth
h on the advantages
a
of T/FDOA
A geolocati
ion by con
ntrasting t
the two
techn
niques. I describe the
t
differ
rence in an
ntenna req
quirements for each
techn
nique and the implic
cation for
r hosting t
the antenn
na on an ai
irborne
platf
form. The accuracy of
o directi
ion finding
g is in pa
art depende
ent on the
e
time that the baseline is
i flown. I then con
ntrast thi
is time ele
ement of
each technique
e. The geom
metry of the
t
specifi
ic applica
ation impac
cts the
accur
racy of ei
ither techn
nique; how
wever, the range bet
tween the t
target and
d
the receiver
r
also
a
influe
ences the accuracy f
for direct
tion findin
ng.
For a sys
stem to use
e directio
on finding,
, it must be equippe
ed with a
direc
ctional an
ntenna. The
e capabili
ity of a di
irectional
l antenna t
to capture
e
signa
als of dif
fferent fre
equencies is directl
ly related
d to its si
ize. A
rule of thumb is that th
he diamete
er of a cir
rcular ant
tenna must be at
least
t the leng
gth of the signal wa
avelength (
(Elbert 20
008). The m
minimum
circu
ular anten
nna size re
equired as
s the signa
al frequen
ncy increas
ses is
shown
n in Figur
re 3.1.
Fi
igure 3.1
Antenna Si
ize vs Fre
equency

Tactical communicat
tions, suc
ch as milit
tary push-to-talk ra
adios,
often
n operate in the HF and VHF bands,
b
arou
und 10-300
0MHz. Attem
mpting to
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geolocate these types of signals using airborne direction finders can
result in unwieldy antennas. For example, locating a 35MHz signal would
require an antenna with an approximately 8.6m (~28ft) diameter. To
target a 300MHz signal, the edge of the VHF band, requires a
directional antenna to have a 1m (3ft) diameter. To put this in
perspective, the MQ-1 Predator is only 27ft long, with a 55ft wingspan
(ACC Public Affairs 2012). Its much larger counterpart, the MQ-9
Reaper, is 33ft long and has a 66ft wingspan (ACC Public Affairs 2012).
Placing a directional antenna capable of receiving VHF band frequencies
on a UAS is difficult because of the size, weight, and power (SWAP)
limitations inherent with an airborne vehicle. In contrast, T/FDOA
geolocation does not require a directional antenna. Instead, a smaller
non-directional antenna can be used.12
To perform direction finding, an aircraft flies a baseline,
measures multiple lines of bearing (LOBs), and then correlates those
LOBs to determine the position of the target. The accuracy of direction
finding is partly dependent on the length of the baseline, which can be
thought of as a length of time. As the length of time a baseline is
flown increases, the accuracy of direction finding increases. This
relationship is shown in Figure 3.2.

12

There are additional benefits to a directional antenna. For
example, it provides gain, which improves the signal-to-noise ratio. A
non-directional antenna does not have that benefit.
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Fi
igure 3.2
Time
e of Basel
line impact
ts Directi
ion Finding
g Accuracy
y

NOTE: Ca
alculations
s used the
e DF Model,
, explaine
ed in Appen
ndix
A. Assum
mptions inc
cluded a range
r
of ap
pproximate
ely 125km, an
AOA accu
uracy of 0.
.08deg, ai
irspeed of 340kts, a
and a 3sec
measurem
ment interv
val.
In genera
al, accurat
te directi
ion finding
g needs a baseline o
of a few
minut
tes. For a medium ac
ccuracy ge
eolocation of 1km2, a baseline
e of
appro
oximately three minu
utes would
d be needed
d. The acc
curacy is t
therefore
depen
ndent on a cooperati
ive target
t that cont
tinues to emit throu
ughout the
e
entir
re baselin
ne. T/FDOA geolocati
ion is not dependent
t on the le
ength of
time of collec
ction. The collectio
on can be e
extremely short, bec
cause the
accur
racy of T/
/FDOA geolo
ocation is
s impacted by the ti
iming
synch
hronizatio
on of the correlated
c
d signals a
and not th
he length o
of the
emiss
sion.
The accur
racy of dir
rection fi
inding is m
more depen
ndent than T/FDOA on
n
the range
r
betw
ween the re
eceiver an
nd the targ
get emitte
er. In gene
eral, the
close
er the rec
ceiver is to
t a targe
et, the bet
tter the a
accuracy of
f
geolo
ocation. Since
S
T/FDO
OA takes advantage
a
o
of the dif
fferences i
in time
and frequency
f
of arrival
l, T/FDOA does not s
suffer the
e same geom
metric
issue
e related to range as
a directi
ion finding
g. For dir
rection fin
nding, the
e
accur
racy degra
ades in a linear
l
fas
shion with range. Th
his relatio
onship is
shown
n in Figur
re 3.3. The
e ratio of
f the signa
al strengt
th to noise
e level,
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the signal-tos
-noise rati
io (SNR), impacts th
he accurac
cy for both
h
direc
ction find
ding and T/
/FDOA. The
e greater t
the range to the tar
rget, the
lower
r the SNR and the mo
ore degrad
ded the acc
curacy. In
n T/FDOA, t
the SNR is
s
part of the er
rror contri
ibution fr
rom the Cra
amér-Rao l
lower bound
ds.
Barde
elli, Hawo
orth, and Smith
S
(199
95) found t
that the C
Cramér-Rao lower
bound
ds on T/FD
DOA measure
ement are typically very smal
ll and not the
domin
nate sourc
ce of error
r. Provide
ed there is
s an adequ
uate SNR su
uch that
T/FDO
OA can be calculated
d, there is
i little d
dependence
e on range,
, compared
d
with direction
n finding.
Fi
igure 3.3
Ran
nge to Targ
get Impact
ts Directio
on Finding
g Accuracy

Calculat
tions used the DF Mo
odel, expla
ained in A
Appendix A.
.
Assumpti
ions includ
ded a base
eline of ap
pproximate
ely 120sec,
, an
AOA accu
uracy of 0.
.08deg, ai
irspeed of 340kts, a
and a 3sec
measurem
ment interv
val.
These thr
ree advanta
ages—lack of require
ement for directiona
al
anten
nna, lack of depende
ency on em
mission dur
ration, an
nd lack of
depen
ndency on range to target—of
t
T/FDOA geo
olocation over direc
ction
findi
ing make T/FDOA
T
more
e robust in
i the type
es of emit
tters that can be
targe
eted and less
l
depend
dent on a cooperativ
ve target. A major d
drawback
to T/
/FDOA is the
t
require
ement that
t multiple platforms
s receive t
the same
to geoloca
signa
al and are
e able to cooperate
c
ate the ta
arget. If i
it were
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possible to use T/FDOA geolocation in a non-intrusive manner on UAS
platforms equipped with other intelligence sensors and continue to
achieve highly accurate geolocation, T/FDOA geolocation could greatly
expand the geolocation capabilities of the military. The next section
investigates the feasibility of using T/FDOA geolocation in a nonintrusive manner on UAS and quantifies the accuracy of geolocation that
would be achieved.
TYPES

OF

INTELLIGENCE

AND

RESULTING ORBITS

The Air Force categorizes ISR into five intelligence disciplines.
These are geospatial intelligence (GEOINT), signals intelligence
(SIGINT), measurement and signature intelligence (MASINT), human
intelligence (HUMINT), and open-source intelligence (OSINT). Geospatial
intelligence is the “exploitation and analysis of imagery and
geospatial information to describe, assess, and visually depict
physical features and geographically referenced activities on the
Earth” (U.S. Air Force 2012). Imagery intelligence (IMINT) is a
subcomponent of GEOINT that is defined as images that are recorded and
stored (U.S. Air Force 2012). IMINT includes radar, infrared, or
multispectral imagery, traditional visual photos, and full-motion
video. This analysis focused on the various types of IMINT because
those are the types of sensors most often hosted on UAS. The next
several paragraphs explain intelligence missions that can be
accomplished using UAS and the orbit requirements for each particular
intelligence type.
Synthetic Aperture Radar. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) was
developed in the 1950s. It is used to image large areas at very high
spatial resolution. In radar, an antenna transmits and receives radio
waves to illuminate a scene. The range resolution is determined by the
bandwidth of the signal transmitted, and the cross-range resolution is
determined by the length of the antenna. An airborne antenna provides a
good vantage point but physically limits the length of the antenna. For
SAR, a small antenna is put in motion, transmitting and receiving
signals to synthesize a much larger antenna, for example, an antenna
several kilometers long, to achieve good cross-range resolution. SAR
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depen
nds on spe
ecific algo
orithms to
o reconstru
uct the sc
cenes into images.
Most of these algorithms
s assume a straight flight pa
ath; any de
eviations
are treated
t
as
s motion er
rror (Bere
ens 2006).113 A platfo
orm using SAR would
fly in
i straigh
ht paths at
t a consta
ant altitud
de with th
he swath wi
idth of
the sensor
s
as the width between passes.
p
Fi
igure 3.4
R
a Straight Flight Pat
th
SAR Requires

SOURCE:
: Image fr
rom FAO Fis
sheries an
nd
Aquacul
lture Depa
artment (19
988).
Ground Moving
M
Targ
get Indica
ator. Groun
nd moving target ind
dicator
(GMTI
I) is anot
ther intell
ligence co
ollection t
technique that lever
rages
radar
r. GMTI de
etects, loc
cates, and
d tracks ta
argets tha
at are movi
ing on the
e
surfa
ace. For GMTI,
G
the Doppler
D
sh
hift in the
e frequenc
cy of radar
r returns
from a moving target is used to discriminat
d
te it from
m the stati
ic surface
e
backg
ground (Du
unn, Bingha
am, et al. 2004). GM
MTI was or
riginally d
designed
to di
istinguish
h movements
s of large
e objects, such as t
tanks and t
trucks,
for battle
b
spa
ace awarene
ess. When employing GMTI, the
e platform is
typic
cally flow
wn parallel
l to the area
a
of int
terest in order to h
have the
most coverage of the are
ea. This results
r
in an ellipt
tical orbit
t with a
small
l minor ax
xis. A GMTI
I orbit de
erived from
m examples
s during De
esert
Storm
m is shown
n in Figure
e 3.5.

13

Algorithms for SAR
S
image formation
f
using alte
ernative f
flight
paths
s have bee
en develope
ed, but ar
re not comm
monly used
d (see Soum
mekh,
1999)
).
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Fi
igure 3.5
GMTI
I Is Often
n an Ellipt
tical Orbi
it

SOURCE:
: Dunn, Bi
ingham, et al. (2004
4).
Imagery. By imagery
y, I mean still imag
ges genera
ated from a
an optical
l
senso
or. Among other thin
ngs, image
ery is usef
ful in ide
entifying a
and
provi
iding visu
ual informa
ation on targets
t
of interest. In airbor
rne
appli
ications, aircraft altitude
a
and
a
slant r
range affe
ect the res
solution
and image
i
qual
lity. The path
p
or or
rbit is not
t prescrib
bed by the
intel
lligence type,
t
but is
i more de
ependent on
n the targ
get deck14 and
effic
ciently pr
rosecuting all targe
ets. The ta
arget deck
k is likely
y
diffe
erent each
h day. A un
nique sche
eme of mane
euver is d
developed f
for each
missi
ion; it ou
utlines a track
t
to capture
c
all
l the requ
uested imag
gery at
the necessary
n
resolution
n, in the most effic
cient mann
ner possibl
le. Figure
e
3.6 shows
s
an example
e
of a scheme of maneuve
er for ima
agery.

14

The target deck or collect
tion deck is a list of all th
he targets
that need to be
b collecte
ed against
t.
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Fi
igure 3.6
IMI
INT Does No
ot Dictate
e an Orbit

Full-Moti
ion Video. The deman
nd for full
l-motion v
video (FMV)
) grew
immen
nsely duri
ing operati
ions in Ir
raq and Afg
ghanistan. FMV senso
ors are
typic
cally a tu
urreted pod
d with dua
al electro-optical (
(EO) and in
nfrared
(IR) camera sy
ystems that
t permit operation
o
a
across day
y and night
t. FMV is
used in many tasks,
t
with
h the task
k often det
termining the orbit flown.
This analysis focuses on
n two comm
mon FMV orb
bits, a ra
acetrack or
rbit and a
circu
ular orbit
t. A racetr
rack orbit
t would be used for a task suc
ch as
monit
toring a road
r
for IE
ED activit
ty. A circu
ular orbit
t would be used for
a tas
sk such as
s providing
g 360-degr
ree coverag
ge of a co
ompound pri
ior to or
durin
ng a raid.
. Figure 3.
.7 illustr
rates both of these orbits.
Fi
igure 3.7
Race
etrack Orbi
it for Roa
ad Surveill
lance and Circular O
Orbit for 360-degree
e
Coverag
ge of Compo
ound
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MISSIONS HAVE

A

PRIMARY INTELLIGENCE FOCUS

Today, most UAS are tasked as ISR assets through the Combined Air
Operations Center (CAOC). The CAOC takes in all the requests for ISR
support, prioritizes the requests, and assigns the available air assets
to fulfill the requests (U.S. Air Force 2011). Although many UAS are
equipped with multiple sensors, when they are tasked by the CAOC, they
are usually tasked with one intelligence type as their primary mission,
for example, IMINT-prime or SIGINT-prime (AFISRAI-14-153 2009). The
mission is planned to maximize the quality of the intelligence
gathered. This results in a plan to collect the intelligence targets
from an optimum altitude, velocity, distance, or angle to the target.
In this way, the intelligence needed drives the orbit the platform will
fly when collecting the intelligence.
SIGINT is typically provided by manned assets (Thompson 2004). UAS
are predominately tasked for their imagery sensors, such as FMV. If a
T/FDOA capability was added to UAS, multiple platforms would need to
receive the signal in order to determine the probable location using
T/FDOA geolocation. Given the high demand for FMV collection and the
requirement for multiple platforms, T/FDOA geolocation would likely be
accomplished as a secondary mission. The accuracy of T/FDOA geolocation
is sensitive to the geometry between the collectors and the target. As
discussed above, the different intelligence types dictate specific
tracks or orbits that must be followed with different levels of
rigorousness. The goal of this section is to show what level of
accuracy might be expected if T/FDOA geolocation was included as a
secondary mission.
Scenario for Modeling Accuracies
During a day of operations, there will likely be several different
intelligence collection missions operating within the same geographic
area. Figure 3.8 shows an example of all the different intelligence
missions that might be within line of sight of the same targets. There
might be a standing target deck for IMINT collections, represented by
the blue dots, from a manned or unmanned platform. JSTARS (the joint
surveillance and target attack radar system) might be tasked to use its
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GMTI radar for
r border su
urveillanc
ce, shown a
as the gre
een ellipse
e. Several
l
MQ-1/
/MQ-9s mig
ght be usin
ng FMV to provide ov
ver-watch of a house
e raid,
follo
ow a high-value targ
get, or co
over a stre
etch of ro
oad to moni
itor for
IED activity,
a
as represe
ented by the
t
red cir
rcles and red ellips
se. An MQ9 equ
uipped wit
th SAR migh
ht be coll
lecting hig
gh-quality
y terrain d
data or
doing
g coherent
t change de
etection, shown by t
the orange
e track. Al
ll of
these
e platform
ms might be
e operatin
ng within l
line of si
ight of a t
target
emitt
ter and ca
apable of opportunis
o
stic collec
ction on t
this target
t emitter,
repre
esented by
y the red box.
b
Fi
igure 3.8
Operat
tions Migh
ht Be in th
he same Ar
rea

For this analysis, I assumed
d that the T/FDOA sy
ystem is ca
apable of
opera
ating out to the rad
dar horizo
on.15 The r
radar horiz
zon is dep
pendent on
the altitude
a
of
o the plat
tform. The
e altitudes
s that wer
re used in these
scena
arios and the result
ting geome
etric and r
radar hori
izon are li
isted in
Table
e 3.1.

15

If externals are
e collected
d, a syste
em is theor
retically capable of
f
detec
cting sign
nals out to
o the rada
ar horizon.
.
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Table 3.1
Line of Sight Limitations
Altitude16
(kft/km)
15 (4.572)
20 (6.096)
25 (7.620)
30 (9.144)

Geometric Horizon
(nm/km)
130 (241)
151 (280)
168 (311)
184 (341)

Radar Horizon (nm/km)
151
174
194
213

(280)
(322)
(359)
(394)

This analysis used five scenarios, with four different orbit
geometries modeled: Circular FMV, Racetrack FMV, SAR, and GMTI. The
focus was on intelligence types where the orbit is repetitive and must
be followed with some level of rigorousness. For this reason, still
imagery was not included in this analysis. As discussed above, the
track an imagery mission uses is dependent on the collection target
deck for that specific mission. It therefore does not require a
repetitive orbit, and could be altered to participate in a T/FDOA
collection. The scenarios featured two platforms flying to conduct
their primary mission. The five scenarios that were modeled are
summarized in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2
Scenarios for Orbit Geometries
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5

Orbit of #1
Circular FMV
SAR
SAR
GMTI
GMTI

Orbit of #2
Circular FMV
Circular FMV
Racetrack FMV
Circular FMV
Racetrack FMV

I varied the type of orbit flown, according to the above
scenarios, and the parameters of the orbit. These parameters were meant
to exemplify a few typical orbits.17 The inputs for the orbits are
summarized in Table 3.3.

16

Calculated as slant range based on spherical earth, with 0 deg
elevation angle.
17 These parameters were developed in conjunction with members of
the dissertation committee. The purpose was not to outline specific
tasks and targets for each orbit, but to provide a few notional but
practical examples of orbit geometries.
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Table 3.3
Orbit Inputs
SAR
30k, 25k, 20k,
15k
Speed*
200kts
Orbit Type
Up and Back
Track
Parameters 100-150km, 150km path,
20-50km
2km turn
*Speed is constant; however, velocity is
Altitude

GMTI
30k, 25k,
20k
200kts
Ellipse

Racetrack FMV
Circular FMV
30k, 25k,
30k, 25k,
20k, 15k
20k, 15k
200kts
200kts
Racetrack
Circle
(ellipse)
40-50km, 520km or 10km
10km
radius
calculated based up the orbit.

The other parameters for the T/FDOA Accuracy Estimation Model were
held constant throughout this analysis. In preliminary analysis, these
parameter values were chosen as a representative case.18 These
parameters, values, and an explanation are listed in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4
Other Model Parameters held Constant
Parameter
Target
Location
Number of
T/FDOAs

Value
[0,0,0]

Frequency of
Signal
Bandwidth of
signal
Integration
Time
Power

164 MHz

Explanation
Orbits were rotated around target to account for
geometric differences in target location
This represents a lower bound on the expected
accuracy. At least 1 TDOA and 1 FDOA is required
for T/FDOA geolocation.
A representative VHF signal

25 kHz

A representative noise bandwidth

30 sec

Time for integration of signals

7 dBW

5W EIRP, a typical power for a VHF push-to-talk
radio
Based on GPS P(Y) code error
Based on typical error for GPS or low grade IMU
10 times the worst case GPS clock
synchronization error
Indicator for if third dimension (altitude) is
known

Sigma P
Sigma V
Sigma T
Two D

1 TDOA,
1 FDOA

10.2m
5cm/sec
100x10-9
sec
1

For each scenario, I modeled 10 cases in which the orbit
parameters and orbit distances to the target were varied. Each case was
run 50 times with a randomized starting point on the orbit for both
18

There is a discussion of the impacts of parameters/errors in
Chapter Two.
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platf
forms. Wit
thin each run,
r
one orbit
o
was r
rotated ar
round the t
target to
accou
unt for di
ifferences in geomet
tric orient
tation and
d velocity relative
to th
he target.
. At each rotation
r
point,
p
the orbits we
ere run for
r 25
posit
tion steps
s, resultin
ng in 200,000 model runs for each scena
ario. The
full results for
f
each sc
cenario ar
re included
d in Appen
ndix B. An example
from Scenario 1: Two Cir
rcular FMV
V Orbits is
s shown in
n Figure 3.
.9.
Fi
igure 3.9
ample of Geolocation
G
n Accuraci
ies from Sc
cenario 1
Exa

In this example,
e
th
he target is represe
ented by t
the red cro
oss. The
two UAS
U
orbits
s, represen
nted in gr
reen, are c
circular o
orbits cent
tered at
(150k
km, 150km) and (-75k
km, -125km
m), respect
tively. Ea
ach red ell
lipse
repre
esents a T/FDOA
T
geol
location in
i square m
meters res
sulting fro
om those
orbit
ts. The ge
eolocation is very sensitive
s
t
to geometr
ry.
Resul
lts from Orbit
O
Geome
etries
The resul
lts from Sc
cenario 1: 2 Circula
ar FMV Orb
bits indica
ate that,
in mo
ost instan
nces, very good accu
uracies can
n be achie
eved with t
this orbit
t
confi
iguration.
. A histogr
ram of the
e area of t
the ellips
ses for eac
ch case is
s
shown
n below in
n Figure 3.
.10. Howev
ver, even w
when the p
primary mis
ssion
orbit
ts are pla
aced closel
ly togethe
er, there i
is still e
enough dive
ersity in
the geometry
g
to
t result in
i a major
rity of med
dium accur
racy geoloc
cations.
Some conf
figurations
s achieved
d overall b
better acc
curacies th
han
other
rs, for ex
xample, Cas
se 5. The number of low and e
extremely l
low
accur
racies, th
hose with an
a area gr
reater than
n 1km2, was
s fairly c
consistent
and low
l
across
s all the cases.
c
How
wever, exam
mining onl
ly those
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geolo
ocations within
w
at least
l
medi
ium accurac
cy (<1km2),
, there is
s not much
stabi
ility betw
ween the ca
ases. The placement of the or
rbits in re
elation to
o
each other dri
ives some areas
a
to be
b signific
cantly bet
tter than o
others.
Howev
ver, even when the primary
p
mi
ission orbi
its are pl
laced close
ely
toget
ther, ther
re is still
l enough diversity
d
i
in the geo
ometry to r
result in
a maj
jority of medium acc
curacy geo
olocations.
.
Fig
gure 3.10
Histo
ogram of Areas
A
from Scenario 1

g these res
sults cate
egorized on
nly by the
e area of t
the
Examining
ellip
pse shows that over 90 percen
nt of the g
geolocatio
ons resulte
ed in
mediu
um (<1km2) accuracy.
. Almost 75
5 percent of the geo
olocations
s had an
area less than
n 0.05km2, and a litt
tle under a quarter were actu
ually
withi
in 0.005km
m2. Of the approximat
tely 8 per
rcent of ge
eolocation
ns greater
than medium ac
ccuracy, ab
bout 2 per
rcent were of low ac
ccuracy (<5
5km2), and
6 per
rcent were
e unusable,
, resultin
ng in no so
olution. T
The situati
ions that
did not
n
result
t in a geol
location were
w
the re
esult of p
poor geomet
try.
The resul
lts from Sc
cenario 1 indicate t
that, in m
most cases,
, the
geome
etry creat
ted by the orbits op
ptimized fo
or FMV int
telligence
colle
ection wil
ll still yi
ield accep
ptable accu
uracies. I
Individuall
ly, the
other
r scenario
os had simi
ilar resul
lts. Result
ts for all
l the scena
arios are
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inclu
uded in Ap
ppendix B. Tabulatin
ng the data
a across a
all the sce
enarios,
the outcomes
o
remain
r
cons
sistent.
Fig
gure 3.11
Res
sults for 5 Scenario
os: Percen
nt Distribu
ution of E
Error Ellip
pse Areas

ysis shows that T/FD
DOA geoloca
ation is r
robust to t
the
The analy
vario
ous orbit combinatio
ons. In th
hese partly
y random, non-optimi
ized
scena
arios, med
dium-level accuracy geolocatio
ons were a
achieved
consi
istently. Approximat
tely 90 pe
ercent of t
the geoloc
cations wer
re medium
accur
racy. Occa
asionally, the geome
etry will b
be poor en
nough to ca
ause
geolo
ocation to
o fail. The
e geolocat
tion failur
res were s
spread fair
rly evenly
y
acros
ss each sc
cenario, an
nd amounte
ed to appro
oximately 6 percent of the
total
l geolocat
tions. In the
t
instan
nces of poo
or geometr
ry, the two
o orbits
were usually very
v
close to each other,
o
caus
sing small
l differenc
ces in
both the timin
ng and the frequency
y. Infreque
ently, the
e geolocati
ion
resul
lted in hi
igh accurac
cy ellipse
es of less than 100m
m2. Ideally
y, highaccur
racy geolo
ocation wou
uld be pre
eferred eac
ch time; h
however, th
hese
resul
lts can be
e thought of
o as an upper
u
bound
d. For thi
is analysis
s, I used
only two aircr
raft, the minimum
m
re
equired for
r T/FDOA g
geolocation
n. More
senso
ors would, in genera
al, improv
ve the accu
uracies. T
This analys
sis shows
that as a seco
ondary miss
sion, on a completel
ly non-int
terference basis,
T/FDO
OA geoloca
ation could
d be expec
cted to pro
ovide at l
least mediu
um-level
accur
racy in mo
ost instanc
ces. This level of a
accuracy c
could likel
ly be
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improved with the addition of more sensors or including minimal
planning for T/FDOA geolocation to coordinate orbit start times, orbit
locations, etc.
WOULD UAS OPERATE CLOSE ENOUGH

TO

LEVERAGE T/FDOA?

To use T/FDOA geolocation, we need at least two platforms with
line of sight to the target emitter. I used a model to characterize
whether UAS fly close enough to use T/FDOA geolocation in Afghanistan.
By FY13, the Air Force plans to have 65 available combat air patrols
(CAPs) of MQ-1/9s (Schanz 2011). I used the ArcGIS software to model
the CAPs and their line of sight ranges. The model randomly distributes
the CAPs throughout the area of interest. It first determines the areas
that are within line of sight of each CAP. These areas represent the
potential coverage area for SIGINT. Then, it finds the areas that can
be seen by multiple CAPs. These areas represent the potential regions
for T/FDOA geolocation. The model does not taken into consideration
limitations on line of sight caused by terrain. The model is explained
in Appendix C. Air assets are typically apportioned according to a
weight of effort (Joint Chiefs of Staff 1994). A weight of effort
during the height of Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation New Dawn
might have been 60 percent Afghanistan, 30 percent Iraq, and 10 percent
for the rest of the world. I focused on Afghanistan as the bounding
geometry.19 I modeled the presence of 5, 10, 15, and 20 CAPs in the air
simultaneously at four different altitude levels.20
As mentioned above, T/FDOA geolocation requires at least two
aircraft. I first examined the potential T/FDOA geolocation areas or
those areas covered by at least two CAPs. An example of the coverage
available with 10 CAPs is shown in Figure 3.12, with green representing
areas that are covered by at least two CAPs, red representing areas

19

I use Afghanistan for the bounding geometry, however I ignore
the line of sight limitation of terrain. The results would be similar
for any country or area of interest of similar size to Afghanistan.
20 By FY13, the Air Force plans to have 65 available combat air
patrols (CAPs) of MQ-1/9s (Schanz, 2011). These would be simultaneously
available.
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that are cover
red by only
y one CAP, and white
e represen
nting areas
s with no
cover
rage.
Fig
gure 3.12
Ex
xample Cove
erage with
h 10 CAPS

a either altitude o
or the num
mber of CAP
Ps is
Coverage improves as
incre
eased. For
r example, the line of sight f
from five CAPs at 30
0,000ft
would
d be able to cover almost
a
the
e same area
a of Afgha
anistan as 10 CAPs
at 15
5,000ft. These
T
relat
tionships are shown in Figure
e 3.13 and Figure
3.14.
.
Fig
gure 3.13
a Covered by Line of
f Sight as
s Altitude Increases
s
Area
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Fig
gure 3.14
Ar
rea Covered
d as CAPs Increase

This anal
lysis shows
s that a small
s
numbe
er of UAS CAPs can p
provide
T/FDO
OA coverag
ge througho
out most of
o an area the size of Afghani
istan.
Small
l increase
es in the number
n
of CAPs and i
increasing
g the altit
tude
signi
ificantly improves the
t
amount
t of area c
covered.
In genera
al, the acc
curacy of T/FDOA inc
creases as
s the numbe
er of
platf
forms part
ticipating in the ge
eolocation increases
s. Though t
the
accur
racy is go
ood when th
here are collections
c
s from two
o to three
platf
forms, it can be rem
markably better
b
if m
more platf
forms are i
involved.211
We ca
an use the
e ArcGIS mo
odel to fu
urther dete
ermine exa
actly how m
many CAPs
cover
r the area
a. Figure 3.15
3
below
w shows an example o
of the over
rlapping
areas
s geograph
hically for
r one exam
mple of 5, 10, 15, a
and 20 CAPs
s at an
altit
tude of 20
0,000ft.

21

Each new platfor
rm increase
es the num
mber of TDO
OAs and FD
DOAs that

are available
a
for geoloc
cation.
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Fig
gure 3.15
Co
overage fo
or 5, 10, 15,
1
and 20
0 CAPs at 2
20,000ft

Increasin
ng the numb
ber of CAP
Ps availabl
le greatly
y increases
s the
amoun
nt of area
a seen by more
m
than two aircra
aft. As th
he area see
en by four
r
and five
f
or mo
ore aircraf
ft increas
ses, the ge
eolocation
n accuracy will also
o
signi
ificantly increase. T/FDOA ge
eolocation could be performed
throu
ughout mos
st of an ar
rea the si
ize of Afgh
hanistan u
using only 20 CAPs;
howev
ver would the accura
acy of geo
olocations from thes
se small nu
umbers of
CAPs be useabl
le?
To test this,
t
I use
ed a combi
ination of geospatia
al analysis
s with the
e
OA Accurac
cy Estimati
ion Model. I randoml
ly distrib
buted 20 ta
argets
T/FDO
throu
ughout Afg
ghanistan. The rando
om location
n of CAPs from the p
previous
analy
ysis and the
t
layer of
o random targets we
ere used a
as inputs i
in the
T/FDO
OA Accurac
cy Estimati
ion Model. First, I examined the number
r of
targe
ets that were
w
not wi
ithin line
e of sight of at lea
ast two CAP
Ps. These
targe
ets could not be fou
und using T/FDOA geo
olocation. The numbe
er of
targe
ets withou
ut line of sight dec
creases as the numbe
er of CAPs
incre
eases, as shown in Figure
F
3.1
16. At 20 C
CAPs, the average nu
umber of
targe
ets that were
w
unavai
ilable was
s less than
n one.
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Fig
gure 3.16
Average Pe
ercentage of Targets
s Without Line of Si
ight at 20
0,000ft

Next, I examined the
t
accura
acies for t
the target
ts that wer
re within
line of sight using the T/FDOA Ac
ccuracy est
timation t
tool.22 Wit
th only
five CAPs, onl
ly a handfu
ul of targ
gets are fo
ound with medium or high
accur
racy. With
h 10 CAPs at
a 15,000f
ft, approxi
imately 25
5 percent o
of the
targe
ets were located
l
wit
th medium or high ac
ccuracy. A
As the numb
ber of
CAPs increases
s or as the
e altitude
e increases
s the numb
ber of targ
gets found
d
with medium or
r high accu
uracy also
o increases
s. With 20
0 CAPs at 3
30,000ft,
just under 95 percent of
f the targ
gets can be
e found wi
ith medium or high
accur
racy. The number of targets found
f
with high accu
uracies inc
creases
more than the number fou
und with medium
m
accu
uracy. Fig
gure 3.17 a
and Figure
e
3.18 below sho
ow these re
elationshi
ips for geo
olocations
s at both 1
15,000ft
and 30,000ft.
3

22

I used the same parameters
s for the other mode
el inputs as listed
in Ta
able 3.4.
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Fig
gure 3.17
Resul
lts of Geo
olocations from 15kf
ft

Fig
gure 3.18
Resul
lts of Geo
olocations from 30kf
ft

ults from the
t
analys
sis indicat
te that UA
AS operatin
ng in
The resu
Afgha
anistan or
r another similar
s
si
ized area w
would be c
close enoug
gh to use
T/FDO
OA through
hout most of
o the are
ea. The geo
olocations
s from thes
se UAS
have the poten
ntial to be
e very acc
curate. A f
few additi
ional UAS C
CAPs
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greatly increases the likelihood of successful, accurate geolocation.
Increasing the altitude at which the UAS are flown also has a
significant impact on the amount of medium and high accuracy
geolocations. In practice, there would be a trade-off between
increasing the altitude for geolocation and impacting the spatial
resolution of the primary intelligence.
CONCLUSION
The analysis shows that T/FDOA geolocation would be a very useful
capability on UAS. When contrasted with direction finding, T/FDOA is
more robust in several key ways that make geolocation of signals like
push-to-talk radios less challenging. T/FDOA needs only a nondirectional antenna, which is less SWAP restricting. T/FDOA is nearly
instantaneous, and the accuracy degrades less with range. I explored
the two major limitations of T/FDOA geolocation, sensitivity to the
geometry of the receivers and the requirement for multiple equipped
platforms, using geospatial analysis and the T/FDOA Accuracy Estimation
Tool. The results indicate that T/FDOA would provide high-quality
geolocation accuracy even as a secondary mission. The different orbit
geometries have only minor impacts on the geolocation accuracy. In all
of the orbit combinations, medium-accuracy geolocations accounted for
nearly 90 percent of all the geolocations. Many of these mediumaccuracy geolocations were closer to the high accuracy threshold.
I can conclude that the geometries created by the different orbit
combinations are sufficient for quality T/FDOA geolocations. For T/FDOA
geolocation to be possible, the participating platforms must be within
line of sight of the same target. I explored this question and
determined that with a fraction of today’s available UAS CAPs, there
would be enough T/FDOA coverage to cover most of an area the size of
Afghanistan. The accuracies available from these UAS CAPs were of
extremely high quality. With only 20 UAS CAPs at 30,000ft, almost 95
percent of the targets were found with high or medium accuracy.
This research used Afghanistan as the bounding geometry. The
results would hold for countries of similar size. Modeling the impact
of line of sight limitations caused by terrain features was not the
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point of this research. In general, terrain can impact the line of
sight for emissions. Some areas that would be seen with a flat earth
would be blocked from view. These blockages would reduce the area for
T/FDOA coverage and could impact the number of targets found.
T/FDOA geolocation would be useful addition that would provide
supplementary geolocation capability and capacity, while still enabling
the UAS assets to continue to conduct their current missions.
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4. WHAT IS NEEDED

TO

USE T/FDOA GEOLOCATION?

This chapter focuses on what would be needed for T/FDOA
geolocation to be implemented on UAS. To be T/FDOA-geolocation-capable,
the UAS will need to be equipped with a SIGINT system. I first outline
specific requirements for a SIGINT system capable of T/FDOA. Then, I
investigate the first T/FDOA capable system, AT3, to uncover
technological and design challenges. Using AT3 as a guide, I detail
integration on UAS and explain some challenges. An analysis of the
costs of the SIGINT system is outside the scope of this work. A SIGINT
sensor system on UAS will bring additional data that needs to be
processed, exploited, and disseminated (PED) as intelligence. PED is
often very manpower-intensive. I estimate the manpower needed for
T/FDOA PED and the cost implications of the new manpower.
EQUIPMENT

FOR

PLATFORMS

TO

BE CAPABLE

OF

T/FDOA GEOLOCATION

Two key choices to be made in designing a SIGINT system are the
antenna and the receiver(s) to be used. These two choices drive the
capabilities of the system. The system is usually described by several
parameters, which are listed in the Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
System Parameters
Term
Gain
Frequency
coverage
Polarization
Beamwidth
Efficiency
Bandwidth

Definition
The increase in signal strength (dB) as the signal is
processed.
The frequency range over which the system can transmit or
receive signals.
The orientation of the electric field of the radio wave.
The angular coverage of the antenna (degrees).
Ratio of power radiated by the signal to power absorbed by
the system.
The instantaneous bandwidth of a signal that can be
collected.

SOURCE: Adapted from Adamy (2001), p. 32.
For SIGINT tasks, the antenna choices are dominated by the ability
to provide the required angular coverage (directional vs. non-
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directional), polarization, and frequency coverage. The receiver choice
can be influenced by the information required for the task.
Channelized and digital receivers are the state of the art and the
most capable. In previous years, they were considered too expensive and
too SWAP-restrictive (Adamy 2001). Digital receivers offer several
benefits over analog receivers that are important for a T/FDOA system.
Additional channels are low-cost due to economies of scale (Hosking
2006). Digital receivers are low-powered with improved stability and
accuracy and high reliability compared with analog receivers. In
addition, the programmable nature of digital receivers means that often
a software update is all that is needed to upgrade the receiver.
Requirements for T/FDOA
For a system to be capable of T/FDOA, it must first receive the
signals. The antenna choice will be primarily driven by the signals of
interest. For example, if the targets of interest are push-to-talk
radios, then the antenna should provide the requisite frequency
coverage of the UHF/VHF bands. A T/FDOA system must also be able to
measure both the time of arrival and the RF frequency, so a simple
receiver is not enough. Besides geometry, the largest drivers of T/FDOA
accuracy are usually the timing synchronization error and the position
errors. A T/FDOA system therefore needs the highest-quality timing and
position inputs. T/FDOA requires coherent sensors. In this context,
coherent has a broader definition than the traditional use of the term.
A coherent sensor must “provide precise control of amplitude,
frequency, and carrier-phase offsets, and must also take into account
propagation delays” (Kosinski 2003). It must also provide precise
location, timing, and axial orientation to every other sensor that will
participate in the T/FDOA calculation. Since T/FDOA is a cooperative
technique with geographically separated receivers, a data link is
required to pass the data needed to calculate each T/FDOA.
AT3 System
The AT3 system is the first T/FDOA capable system designed from
scratch. It was designed to be functional on any tactical platform. It
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leveraged and created new technology to create an affordable package
with minimal SWAP burden. The goal for AT3 was an accuracy of at least
50m circular error probable (CEP) at distances greater than 50nm in
less than 10secs (Highnam 2001). The T/FDOA techniques require precise
measurement of time and frequency as well as transferring that
information between participating collectors and conductors of the
requisite PED. The precision requirements drive the system components
used in AT3. Table 4.2 shows the key components of AT3 needed to
accomplish T/FDOA and their functions within the system.
Table 4.2
AT3 Sensor System
Component

Function

Key Features

Radome

Protect antennas from

Broad band

weather, reduce drag on
aircraft
Antennas

Transduce RF energy

Broad band, wide field of

into system

view

RF Down

Translate RF signals to

Broad band, low noise, wide

Converter

an intermediate

IF bandwidth

frequency
Digital

Extract signal

Wide band, high-speed ADC,

Receiver

information from IF

high sensitivity

Local

Provide reference

Low phase noise, narrow phase

Oscillator

signals for system and

lock bandwidth

RF down-conversion
GPS

Provide time, frequency

All-in-view receiver

and position
information
Frequency and

Synchronize AT3 with

System clock, GPS time and

Time Board

GPS

frequency transfer

Signal

High sensitivity

High-resolution channelizer,

Processing

many narrow band detectors
Precision Time

Leading edge measurement
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Measurement

Phase measurement

Precision Frequency

TDOA, FDOA, hybrid,

Measurement

derivative of GPS equation,

Geolocation

erroneous measurement
filtering

Data Link

Exchange data between

JTIDS, efficient slot

aircraft

utilization

AT3 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
Cesium Clock

Time and frequency

Primary standard

reference
Time Interval

Time benchmark between

Analyzer

system clock and Cs
Clock

Frequency

Short time frequency

Hybrid phase noise/TIA, short

Measurement

measurement

time frequency benchmark

System
Secondary GPS

between reference LO and Cs
Time Space Position

Commercial survey quality,

Information (TSPI)

support kinematic survey of
aircraft

SOURCE: adapted from Raytheon (2004), p. 18.
In designing the AT3 system, DARPA encountered several technical
challenges that needed to be overcome. The long-range goal of at least
50nm meant that an extremely sensitive receiver was needed. To provide
this sensitivity, a digital receiver with a low noise multi-octave RF
down converter was used (Raytheon 2004). As mentioned above, T/FDOA
requires extremely precise knowledge of position and velocity. DARPA
integrated an inertial navigation system (INS) with GPS to determine
the precise aircraft state vector (Highnam 2001).
There were also issues with meeting the time and frequency
transfer requirements. A Kalman filter was used to help align the data
from the analog-to-digital converter into GPS time reference (Raytheon
2004). To verify the accuracy of time and frequency transfer, AT3
employed cesium clocks on each platform that were calibrated before and
after each flight (Raytheon 2004). There were no algorithms for tagging
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time of arrival and frequency of arrival at the low SNR levels that
would be encountered. The engineers designed a hybrid algorithm that
accurately tagged the leading edge as well as identified potential
issues within the pulse (Raytheon 2004). Finally, AT3 was required to
use the existing Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS)
as the data link to pass information. JTIDS is a widely used system
with limited available bandwidth. The solution was to reduce the data
transferred by limiting the number of platforms involved (Raytheon
2004). Only two collectors passed data to a third master platform for
each geolocation, reducing the bandwidth needed for T/FDOA. The AT3
system resolved many key challenges for a T/FDOA system.
UAS Integration
T/FDOA can be accomplished with a non-directional antenna. UAS are
already equipped with several non-directional antennas for
communications purposes that could be leverage by a T/FDOA system. For
example, the MQ-1B Predator is equipped with an AN/ARC-210 digital
communication system that has a frequency range of 30-941MHz, which
includes a UHF/VHF antenna on the top side and under side of the
platform (ACC Public Affairs 2012; Rockwell Collins 2012). The presence
of a UHF/VHF antenna would allow the UAS to host a T/FDOA system
without any external modification to the platform. Following the path
set by AT3, a digital receiver would be the best choice because of its
performance capabilities. The system would need to be integrated with
GPS/INS to provide the needed precision for the aircraft state vector.
The reliance of T/FDOA on precise measurements means the design of
the system can have significant influence on the accuracy of
geolocation. The location of the system in relation to the GPS receiver
can potentially impact the accuracy, especially if the platform will be
turning or banking frequently. For example, if a system was located on
the wing of the aircraft while the GPS receiver was located centrally
on the body of the aircraft, the input of the receiver positions will
be inaccurate. If the aircraft flew straight, this difference could be
easily factored into the T/FDOA calculation. However, if the aircraft
is turning or banking, there could be a difference in all three
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coord
dinates (x
x,y,z) that
t could no
ot be easil
ly correct
ted. The in
naccuracy
with which the
e receiver position is known c
can create
e geolocati
ion
ellip
pses that misstate the
t
accura
acy. The se
everity of
f these
misst
tatements increases as the ge
eometry deg
grades.
Fi
igure 4.1
Geolocation
G
n Error El
llipse Can Be Influe
enced by Lo
ocation of
f GPS in
Relatio
on to Recei
iver

Figure 4.
.1 shows an
n example how the ar
rea of the
e ellipse c
can be
misst
tated due to the pos
sition of the receiv
ver in rel
lation to t
the GPS
recei
iver. In this
t
exampl
le, two ai
ircraft are
e used for
r the geolo
ocation.
One aircraft
a
is
i in a sim
mulated 30
0 deg bank.
. The bank
king aircra
aft is
moved
d closer to
t the seco
ond receiv
ver along a diagonal
l from the target
locat
tion. Init
tially, the
e reported
d area over
rstates th
he true acc
curacy.
Howev
ver, as th
he geometry
y degrades
s, the repo
orted area
a begins to
o
under
rstate the
e true accu
uracy.
The time interval for
f
the re
eporting of
f the airc
craft state
e vector
can also
a
influ
uence the geolocatio
g
on accuracy
y. These a
aircraft ar
re moving
at a typical speed
s
of 20
00 knots, or about 1
100m/s in any given
direc
ction. The
e reporting
g frequenc
cy of the a
aircraft s
state vecto
or can
influ
uence the accuracy of
o the sta
ate vector data, whi
ich in turn
n impacts
the accuracy
a
of
o geolocat
tion. We can
c
represe
ent the im
mpact of th
he
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repor
rting freq
quency as a change in
i the erro
or terms f
for positio
on and
veloc
city. Figu
ure 4.2 and
d Figure 4.3
4
show th
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the bandwidth monitored, the duration of the emissions, and the
periodicity of emissions on each channel. For this analysis, I assumed
an emission lasts for 20 seconds, with one emission every ten minutes.23
A typical VHF push-to-talk radio would have a 25kHz bandwidth per
channel.24 A storage buffer would be required to record the signals
until an analyst determined that a geolocation was needed. I assume
that the buffer would need to be at least large enough to hold one
period’s worth of emissions and that thresholding is used.25 For each
25kHz increase in the bandwidth monitored, the buffer size increases
16Mb. The peak data rate is influenced by the speed with which the data
is needed; I call this the urgency. Examining the peak data rate as the
urgency changes shows that a quick time requirement can drive the date
rate. Figure 4.5 shows the relationship between urgency and the peak
data rate. I use an urgency of 90 seconds for the remainder of the
analysis.

23 The emission may last longer than 20 seconds. The entire
emission is not needed to calculate a T/FDOA. Twenty seconds is more
than adequate for the calculation in typical applications.
24 VHF/UHF radios can be narrowband-capable with 12.5kHz channels.
Narrower channels decreases the sampling rate, which in turn decreases
the storage needed for one period of emissions and the peak data rate.
25 Recording only occurs when a signal has been detected.
Therefore, silence is not recorded.
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system would range from 1 to 1.5kW.28 The HTS R7 was procured for
several years starting in 2006 at an approximate cost of $750,000 each
(U.S. Air Force SAF/FM 2007).29 The HTS R7 is much more complex and
capable system than would be need to use T/FDOA geolocation on UAS. As
such, I can consider it an upper bound on both the cost and SWAP
implications of a T/FDOA-capable SIGINT system.
The technology for incorporating T/FDOA geolocation on UAS exists.
Improvements have been made in digital receiver technology that reduce
the cost and SWAP prohibitions. Many UAS are already equipped with
antennas that could be used—for example, the UHF/VHF antenna on the MQ1B. DARPA’s AT3 program laid out many of the technical challenges.
There are considerations for UAS that need to be explored, such as the
placement of the receiver. The data rate, a limiting factor for AT3, is
less of an issue for UAS because of the necessity of a large data link
for transferring back other intelligence types, such as FMV. The peak
data rate for T/FDOA geolocation would often be less than the data
rates of typical IMINT sensors. The peak data rate could also be
manipulated as shown in the analysis above to fit the mission demands.
MANPOWER

FOR

PED

Incorporating new sensors on UAS creates a new source of data that
need to be turned into intelligence through processing, exploitation,
and dissemination (PED). One of the largest drivers of manpower for UAS
is PED. The Air Force’s RPA Task Force estimated that for FY2011,
approximately 4,750 personnel were dedicated to UAS PED alone (Menthe,
Cordova et al. 2012). Each FMV CAP requires about 63 personnel for PED
(Gear 2011). In this section, I estimate the manpower and cost
implications of the PED for T/FDOA geolocation. I begin by outlining a
potential CONOPs and organizational construct using the Air Force PED
was about 20lbs. Information from ACC Public Affairs (2012). Fact
Sheet: High-Speed Anti-Radiation Missile Targeting System.
28 Estimate based of ASIP-2C power requirements. For more
information see Penn, B. (2008).
29 FY 2006 funds procured 22 HTS R7 pods for $16.917 million.
Additionally, an FY08 GWOT submission for $25 million was requested to
procure an additional 35 HTS R7 pods. For more information see U.S. Air
Force SAF/FM (2007, 2008).
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enterprise, the Distributed Common Ground System. I examine the
manpower needs for two organizational constructs, one where a single
operator is capable of controlling a single sensor and one where a
single operator could control multiple sensors. I then estimate the
cost implications of these manpower requirements.
CONOPs, Organization, and Tasks
I assume all Class IV/V UAS would be equipped for T/FDOA. Since
the Air Force has majority of these assets, I use the Air Force’s PED
structure to investigate what the manpower requirements for T/FDOA PED
might be. The Air Force operates its large UAS under the remote-split
operations concept. In this concept, the aircraft are forward deployed
to the operating area with a small crew. The forward crew controls the
takeoff of the aircraft with a line of sight data link, then switches
to a SATCOM data link and passes control to a stateside crew. The
bandwidth and coverage of SATCOM also allows the PED components of the
mission to remain stateside.
For the Air Force, intelligence data such as FMV collected by UAS
travels through SATCOM to different PED sites in the Distributed Common
Ground System (DCGS). The DCGS provides the “capability to conduct
multiple, simultaneous multi-intelligence (Imagery, Signals, and
Measurements and Signatures) ISR missions worldwide through
distributive and collaborative operations” (AFISRAI-14-153 2009). In
some cases, DCGS has the capability to control the sensors (AFISRAI-14153 2009). I would expect that the set up for T/FDOA would be similar.
The DCGS would control the SIGINT sensors for T/FDOA. All of the data
gathered from these sensors would be processed within the DCGS
enterprise. The geolocation from T/FDOA would be calculated at the
DCGS, and the DCGS would be responsible for disseminating the
intelligence. T/FDOA is a multi-platform technique. Consequently, the
systems would need to be setup as “master/slaves.” The operator would
initiate a T/FDOA on one system, the master, and all other systems in
the area would automatically tune to the frequency, the slaves.
I considered two different organizations, one where a single
T/FDOA operator controls one sensor (one-to-one) and one where a single
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T/FDOA operator controls multiple sensors (one-to-many). I placed the
T/FDOA PED in different settings within the DCGS. For the one-to-one
construct, it makes the most sense to place T/FDOA PED with the
platform PED crew. Today, the PED crew is tied to the platform it is
supporting. Placing the PED for T/FDOA within the crew would keep with
the focus on the crew. T/FDOA would be employed in a supporting manner
to other intelligence types, and so having close contact with other
crew members might facilitate employment. In the one-to-many construct,
the T/FDOA PED would be done within the DCGS Analysis and Reporting
Team (DART). The DART is a regionally focused fusion cell designed to
correlate and synthesize the intelligence data collected from the
platforms/sensors that the DCGS manages or exploits and fuse this data
with external sources of intelligence. The multi-platform nature of
T/FDOA and the multi-intelligence correlation for PED fits nicely with
the mission of the DART. Placing the PED for T/FDOA within the DART
would leverage the area focus of the DART.
Regardless of how many sensors the operator can control and where
the operator is located, there are certain tasks that he or she would
do. First, the operator would need to work with the contact from the
ground forces to determine the frequencies of interest. In most
missions, T/FDOA geolocation should be employed using prior
information, as opposed to a means to discover new adversary
frequencies. The operator would be in control of the receiver(s) and
initiate the geolocations.30 For example, if a known frequency became
active, the operator might choose to create a new T/FDOA geolocation
every time the frequency is active for more than 10secs. The operator
would actively work to cross-cue with other intelligence types,
including intelligence gathered from the same platform and intelligence
gathered from nearby platforms. The operator would report the
geolocation intelligence. For example, he or she might create a short
document that shows the error ellipse, the frequency, and any other
information known about the target. Finally, the operator would be
30

It is likely possible to automate the initiation of geolocation;
however, an operator would likely still verify the results before
reporting the intelligence.
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responsible for sending the document to the supported unit and
informing the DART for correlation with other area intelligence. Given
these tasks, the operator would most likely be at least a SrA with an
all-source (1N0XX), electronic signals exploitation (1N5XX), or
cryptologic linguist (1N3XX) background.
PED Within Platform Crew
Today, a typical FMV crew for UAS is composed primarily of imagery
specialists. The crew positions, specialties, and minimum ranks are
shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3
UAS FMV Mission Crew Positions
Crew Position

AFSC

Rank

Previous
Qualification

Mission Operations

14N

2Lt

1N1 (imagery)

SSgt

IRE

Mission Planner (MP)

1N1 (imagery)

SrA

IA

Imagery Report Editor (IRE)

1N1 (imagery)

A1C

IA

Imagery Analyst (IA)

1N1 (imagery)

AMN

Multi-Source Analyst (MSA)

1N0 (all-source)

A1C

Screener

1N1 (imagery)

A1C

TACOM

1N4 (networks)

AMN

Commander (MOC)
Imagery Mission Supervisor
(IMS)

IA

SOURCE: Adapted from AFISRAI-14-153V3 (2009).
The MOC and MSA are the only crew positions with defined multiintelligence responsibilities.31 The MOC is the overall supervisor,
responsible for the direction of the ISR mission. As such, the MOC
manages all SIGINT, IMINT, and/or MASINT collection. The MOC is also
responsible for facilitating cross-cues in conjunction with the MSA.

31

Both positions have additional responsibilities. For full
description of roles and responsibilities see the Air Force Distributed
Common Ground System Operations (AFISRA 14-153V3 2009) Attachment 2.
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The MSA is responsible for collecting and maintaining the target
research necessary to complete the IMINT, SIGNINT, and MASINT tasking.
The MSA also coordinates with the MOC on cross-cues. In contrast, the
PED crew positions for other assets with both SIGINT and IMINT missions
include a position dedicated to correlating the various intelligence
data collected by the platform, the correlation analyst (CAN), and
several other positions with some multi-intelligence responsibilities
in addition to a MOC and MSA.
The CAN is considered the focal point for multi-intelligence
correlation. One of his or her responsibilities is to monitor all of
the SIGINT, MASINT, and IMINT reporting and identify potential for
cross-cueing and dynamic sensor re-taskings. The CAN is also
responsible for coordinating with the different intelligence mission
supervisors during cross-cue opportunities. The CAN has an all-source
or networks intelligence background, is at least a SrA, and previously
performed duties as the TACOM or MSA.
Given the tasks required for T/FDOA geolocation and the imagery
expertise of current crew positions, a new position for T/FDOA PED
would likely be needed. This position would be similar to the CAN
position for the SIGINT crews. He or she would be responsible for the
tasks outlined above for T/FDOA geolocation as well as the focal point
for multi-intelligence synthesis for the crew.
PED Within DART
The DART is a relatively new concept created to add flexibility
and responsiveness into the DCGS for the COIN/counterterrorism missions
encountered in Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. The DART
construct includes five DARTs at each of the five core distributed
ground station sites and additional specialized DARTs. The core
distributed ground station cells are regionally focused, supporting
specific theater(s). The DARTs are responsible for maintaining an
overall picture of all DCGS platforms/sensors and a status of mission
execution to enable ad-hoc taskings. The DARTs are also tasked to
continuously monitor the overall adversary situational awareness
picture for their specific area. Beyond providing situational
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awareness, the DARTs rapidly correlate data from the various
intelligence sources and create integrated products for the supported
units. As part of this analysis, the DART is expected to identify
developing targets from the association of the disparate intelligence
sources.
There is no specific guidance on positions within the DART. It is
difficult to say whether the DART already has the expertise and
available personnel to incorporate the T/FDOA PED tasks into the
workload of an existing position; therefore, I will assume that a new
position is necessary. This assumption will provide an upper bound for
the manpower estimation. It is also difficult to say how many sensors a
T/FDOA CAN could manage. I will analyze the manpower where control of
2-4 sensors is possible.
Manpower and Costs Implications for Approaches
The DCGS operates 24 hours, seven days a week to conduct PED for
missions flown around the world. There are therefore limitations on the
length of a crew duty period. A PED crew member may work a maximum crew
duty of 12 hours. Crew duties are those that directly support the
mission. For example, time spent preparing, planning, executing, and
post-mission recordkeeping are all included. General military training
and general squadron duties and tasks are not considered crew-related
duties. For each CAP supported with T/FDOA PED embedded with the
platform crew, we need five people to fill the one position.32 The
number of CAPs that we wish to support heavily influences the total
minimum manpower requirement.
Table 4.4
Manpower for T/FDOA PED
With Crew
35 CAPs
50 CAPs
65 CAPs

32

157
224
291

2 Sensors
79
112
146

With DART
3 Sensors
53
75
97

4 Sensors
40
55
73

See Appendix D for the minimum manpower factor calculation.
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Table 4.4 shows the minimum manpower requirement at several
different CAP levels. These manpower requirements are relatively small
when compared with the requirements for other aspects of the PED. There
are significant manpower savings if an operator is capable of
controlling multiple sensors.
I can estimate the cost implications for the minimum manpower
requirements. I calculated the cost implications using the FY2011 Total
Annual Composite Rates from the Military Annual Standard Composite Pay
based on the President’s Budget. The rate includes costs for basic pay,
health care, retired pay, allowances and incentive pays, etc. Since I
expect the operator to be at least a SrA (E-4), I averaged the rate for
E-4 to E-6. The resulting rate was $76,680.
The cost implication per CAP is $383,400 annually for T/FDOA PED
with the crew. Table 4.5 shows the estimated cost implications for
T/FDOA PED at several different numbers of CAPs. Again, there are
significant savings if an operator is capable of controlling multiple
sensors. I estimate the maximum cost implication of T/FDOA PED to be
$20.6 million for the Air Force annually. This cost would be for using
T/FDOA on all planned Air Force UAS with T/FDOA PED done by a new
position with one-to-one positions per CAP.
Table 4.5
Costs for Manpower for T/FDOA PED in $100,000
With Crew
35 CAPs
50 CAPs
65 CAPs

$12,038
$17,176
$20,626

2 Sensors
$6,058
$8,588
$10,352

With DART
3 Sensors
$4,064
$5,751
$6,901

4 Sensors
$3,067
$4,294
$5,214

The manpower and cost implications for T/FDOA PED are minimal
compared with the rest of the manpower dedicated for UAS PED. The
minimum manpower requirements can be reduced by enabling one operator
to control multiple sensors.
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CONCLUSION
The analysis shows that small changes are needed for T/FDOA
geolocation to be implemented on UAS. Each UAS would need to be
equipped with a SIGINT system; however, the technology for T/FDOA
already exists, and many of the pieces are already in place. For
example, most UAS are already equipped with several different antennas
that could provide frequency coverage of communication bands like
UHF/VHF. AT3 broke through many of the technical barriers to T/FDOA.
There will be unique design considerations for implementation on UAS,
but these can be positive. For example, the data transfer issues would
be easier on UAS because of the use of large data pipes for other
intelligence distribution and C2. I caveat this research by
acknowledging the difficulties that can be faced when integrating new
technologies on aircraft.
Additional collection of intelligence data requires additional
manpower to process, exploit, and disseminate that data as usable
information. For the Air Force, T/FDOA PED would likely be done within
the DCGS, similar to PED of other intelligence data. The CONOPs and
tasks needed for T/FDOA PED influence the estimate of the manpower
required. I let the number of sensors the operator can control vary and
determine the minimum manpower required to sustain 24/7 operations.
This manpower ranges from 40 to 291 people, depending on the number of
sensors an operator can control and the number of CAPs of T/FDOA PED
used. The cost implications of these manpower requirements range from
$3 million to $20.6 million annually. The manpower and cost
implications for T/FDOA PED are minimal compared with the rest of the
manpower dedicated for UAS PED.
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5. HOW CAN T/FDOA BE LEVERAGED

IN

MULTI-INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS?

This chapter focuses on how T/FDOA can be leveraged in multiintelligence operations. I first provide some background on why multiintelligence operations are useful. I then present an example to show
how T/FDOA geolocation can improve multi-intelligence operations.
Finally, I investigate the command, control, and communication (C3)
that would be needed for these complex operations to be successful.
BACKGROUND

FOR

MULTI-INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS

There are tradeoffs between the intelligence type used and the
information that can be provided. For example, IMINT can provide some
identification and location, but not necessarily intent. FMV can
provide identification, location, tracking, and intent, but has a very
limited field of view. As targets improve their concealment, mobility,
and dispersion it becomes more difficult to generate the intelligence
necessary to prosecute the targets (Isherwood 2011). Fusing
intelligence gathered from multiple sources provides a much more
complete picture.
Table 5.1
Intelligence Types Provide Different Information About the Target
Who

What

Where

When

Why

Field of View

SIGINT

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Wide

GMTI

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Wide

IMINT

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Medium

FMV

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Narrow

SOURCE: Adapted from Isherwood (2011), p. 20.
Layering ISR by positioning ISR assets over the same geographic
areas at the same time is one way to generate intelligence that can be
fused. Layering complementing ISR can provide more information about
each target. For example, by fusing IMINT and SIGINT, we might be able
to identify a decoy SAM from an actual SAM. Layering ISR can also
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improve the accuracy of information. For example, suspicious movement
characterized by GMTI and paired with FMV could show that the movement
is an illegal checkpoint set up by the enemy. These improvements in
quantity and quality enhance operational decisionmaking and the ability
to respond. Using SIGINT with T/FDOA geolocation on UAS would help
layer at least two intelligence types for nearly every UAS mission.
Cross-cueing is defined as an exchange of intelligence data
between units intended to generate additional collection on the same
target/activity to create higher confidence, more accurate, or more
complete reporting (480th ISR Wing 2010). It is also known as a tipoff, intended to increase situational awareness (480th ISR Wing 2010).
Cross-cueing is typically thought of as cueing between the different
intelligence types or assets to provide additional information. It is
an important force-multiplier, allowing the complementing capabilities
of each intelligence type to be focused on one target. In today’s war,
multiple sources of intelligence are often needed to find and locate
the enemy (Isherwood 2011). One example of cross-cueing would be using
the GMTI to track a target that has been geolocated from SIGINT.
IMPACT

OF

T/FDOA GEOLOCATION

Two of the advantages of T/FDOA, speed and accuracy, could
significantly improve our ability to conduct multi-intelligence
operations and use cross-cueing. In a cross-cue, the second
intelligence type often must search a particular location to find the
target of interest. For example, if trying to cue FMV from a SIGINT
hit, an analyst might have to search throughout the ellipse to find the
target. Therefore, the accuracy of the geolocation is a large driver of
the time it can take to find the target.
Operation with Direction Finding versus T/FDOA Geolocation
I compared the time it would take to find a target using FMV if
the geolocation of the SIGINT cue was accomplished using direction
finding or T/FDOA. I use two UAS each equipped with FMV to search the
error ellipses resulting from the geolocations. For direction finding,
the length of the baseline severely impacts the accuracy of
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geolocation. I assume the baseline is as long as the duration of the
emission. As the emission duration increases, the error ellipse
shrinks, and so the time to find the target using direction finding
decreases. However, as Figure 5.1 shows, using T/FDOA geolocation is
better than even a baseline of more than three minutes.

Time to Find Target (sec)

Figure 5.1
Size of SIGINT Ellipse Impacts Time Needed to Find Target
200

150
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0
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80

100
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Duration of Emission (sec)
DF
T/FDOA

160

180

NOTES: The analysis assumes a static target with the SIGINT
platform in close proximity (50km) to the target. I use a
report time of 10sec for the SIGINT to FMV cue. For FMV, a
resolution of 0.3 meters is required. An FMV platform at 25
km range, 12.4kft altitude, equipped with a 0.16 meter
diameter optic with 8 meter focal length at 0.8 micrometer
(near IR) wavelength with 0.02 by 0.02 meter detector array
will have a resolution of 0.3 meters (diffraction limited).
The spot size would be 62.5 by 413 meters (0.02582 km2). I
use a dwell time of 5sec for each FMV spot and slew time of
2sec to move the spot to a new location.
The longer FMV must search for a target, the higher the chance
that the target will be lost. The accuracy of T/FDOA geolocation can
greatly reduce the search time for an emitter.
In this example, the FMV platform did not need to travel a great
distance to arrive at the geolocation error ellipse. Although T/FDOA
geolocation can be nearly instantaneous, and therefore reduce the time
to search the area, the same limitations on aircraft movement exist.
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For example, a UAS traveling at 100m/s would take over 16 minutes to
travel 100km. The limitations on aircraft movement mean that the second
intelligence collector must be relatively close to the target to crosscue.
Importance of Timing
The timing of target handoffs is crucial to the success of crosscueing. The passing of the target from one sensor/platform to another
must happen very quickly, or the area that needs to be searched can
grow very large. In some cases, the area grows so much that the target
will be lost. Figure 5.2 shows an example of how the cross-cue delay
impacts the error ellipse for SIGINT to FMV cross-cue with a moving
target.
Figure 5.2
Delay in Cross-cue Increases the Area Needed to Search

Ellipse Area (km2)

5
4
3
2
1
0
0
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Cross-cue Delay (sec)
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NOTES: Analysis uses an initial ellipse of .50km2. Target
is travelling 50 km/hr in an open area unconstrained by
travelling on roads or terrain limitations.
The cross-cue delay can cause a medium accuracy error ellipse to
become unusable. Cross-cueing of a challenging target, like a moving
target, must happen within a minute for the cross-cue to be successful.
T/FDOA geolocation meets this quickness standard. The speed of T/FDOA
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reduces the time from initial SIGINT hit to geolocation ellipse without
degrading the accuracy. The near-real-time geolocation from T/FDOA can
reduce the cross-cue delay in a multi-intelligence operation.
COMMAND, CONTROL,

AND

COMMUNICATION

Cross-cueing between intelligence types becomes more difficult and
less fruitful the longer the delay between target handoff. This section
examines what C3 would be required for successful multi-intelligence
operations with T/FDOA and how that C3 can be provided using the
emerging ISR Mission Type Orders (MTOs) concept.
What C3 Is Needed for Multi-Intelligence Operations with T/FDOA?
Cross-cueing can be very complicated. Someone needs access to the
multiple streams of intelligence (HUMINT, SIGINT, IMINT, etc.) in order
to determine the potential for a cross-cue. If SIGINT geolocated a
target signal, but was unaware of the presence of the FMV, the crosscue will not happen. To effectively cross-cue, the supporting unit, for
example the UAS and relevant PED, should have an understanding of the
situation on the ground. Knowing the commander’s intent, the purpose of
the operation, and other pertinent background information allows the
UAS operators and PED analysts to leverage their expertise.
When responsibility is passed, the units try to avoid a “blink”
where the target is lost. Latency and incompatible or incomplete data
can cause a cross-cue to fail. As discussed above, the timing of target
handoffs is crucial to the success of cross-cueing. The passing of the
target from one sensor/platform to another must happen very quickly, or
the target is easily lost.
The dynamic tasking and targeting needs to be flexible in order to
deviate from the planned collection and enable collection on a crosscue. The receiving sensor (the second or third, etc., participating in
the cue) likely has some intelligence request that it is currently
fulfilling. Once there is potential for a cross-cue, the authority to
change the tasking for the receiving sensor needs to be immediate. This
authorization needs to have prioritized the time sensitivity of this
cross-cue with other requests, decided which other requests can be
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delayed or dropped, and done this within seconds. For a multiintelligence equipped asset cueing to a second sensor on the same
asset, this authorization process would likely be simpler, since they
still continue supporting their primary task.33
Quick and clear coordination with other assets is essential to
cross-cueing. Often, these assets are owned by different components and
supporting different units. For these multi-intelligence operations,
those involved must communicate closely with ground forces and other
supporting assets. Cross-cues depend on quickly and accurately
conveying information. Standardized communication practices, similar to
a 9-line, would enable clear communication.
Using ISR MTOs
ISR MTOs grew out of a desire to deviate from the preplanned,
rigid taskings and target decks. Joint Publication 3-50 defines MTOs as
“an order to a unit to perform a mission without specifying how it is
to be accomplished.” An ISR MTO is typically a more narrative tasking
that provides background information on the supported unit’s
commander’s intent (Green 2011). ISR MTOs can also introduce more
flexibility in the planning and integration process (Green 2011). A
major difference between ISR MTOs and the traditional tasking is the
establishment of direct liaison authority (DIRLAUTH), which allows the
collectors and the units they are supporting to communicate and work
together directly to accomplish the mission (Green 2011). DIRLAUTH
encourages the collectors, the supporting unit, and the PED unit to
coordinate in initial planning and C2 methods (Green 2011). Through
this pre-coordination, the DIRLAUTH established by ISR MTOs fosters
dynamic changes within a complex operational environment.
Using ISR MTOs meets most of the C3 demands for leveraging T/FDOA
geolocation through cross-cueing. Establishing DIRLAUTH promotes precoordination with the ground unit, enabling communication and
understanding during the mission. MTOs can also be written so that
33

Today though, these assets are tasked with only one of their
sensors as prime. Oftentimes, the other sensors are unsupported and so
not available (Green 2011).
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there is flexibility with the target deck. In an MTO, the authorization
to cue would be from the ground unit. Since constant communication is
established, that authorization would likely be very quick.
CONCLUSION
The analysis shows that using T/FDOA on UAS would strengthen our
multi-intelligence capabilities. Adding SIGINT with T/FDOA geolocation
on UAS immediately creates the potential to layer complementing
sensors. Since these sensors provide different information, fusing the
data from layer sensors offers much more intelligence on the target.
T/FDOA would improve our abilities to cross-cue. The accuracy
advantages of T/FDOA with short duration emissions reduce the time
needed to search for a target with a SIGINT to FMV cross-cue. Time is
extremely important for a cross-cue. A cross-cue delay of more than
seconds can cause the cross-cue to fail, especially with a moving
target.
Multi-intelligence operations are complex and place unique demands
on the command, control, and communication of airborne ISR. The new ISR
MTO construct provides a unique way to support cross-cueing with T/FDOA
geolocation. The establishment of DIRLAUTH enables quick communication
between all the units in the operation, which is key to these
operations.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

This research shows that DoD can better leverage UAS and improve
multi-intelligence capabilities by expanding its geolocation capacity
through the use of T/FDOA geolocation on UAS. I demonstrated that a
T/FDOA geolocation would be useful in the context of today’s
operations. I outlined some requirements needed to implement T/FDOA
geolocation, both on the platform and for the PED. Finally, I showed
how the speed and accuracy of T/FDOA could improve multi-intelligence
collection.
T/FDOA geolocation is useful against many targets, particularly
those in an IW/COIN environment that are difficult to geolocate using
direction finding. These difficult targets include those in lower
frequencies (HF/VHF), those that limit the emission duration, and those
that are farther from the receiver aircraft. Two of the major drawbacks
to T/FDOA are the need for multiple platforms and the sensitivity to
geometry. The drawbacks do not hinder employment of T/FDOA as a
secondary capability on UAS. The orbits demanded by the primary
intelligence collection do not negatively impact the accuracy of
geolocation using T/FDOA. Without impacting the primary mission, UAS
with T/FDOA capability would likely be within line of sight of the same
targets.
Small changes are necessary to implement T/FDOA on UAS. The
technology for T/FDOA capable sensors already exists. Many UAS are
nearly equipped to be capable. Each UAS would need a SIGINT sensor with
certain characteristics. The receiver(s) likely needs to be a digital
receiver to meet the demands for precision and sensitivity. The system
needs to be integrated with the GPS/INS systems of the UAS to provide
the aircraft state vector with high enough precision. The new sensor
would need to be integrated on the UAS. Integration issues are beyond
the scope of this research. Today, one of the largest drivers of
manpower for UAS is the PED needed to turn the data collected into
actionable intelligence. The PED for T/FDOA would likely mirror PED for
the other intelligence types. Focusing on the Air Force, this means
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that PED would be conducted within the DCGS. I present two options for
organizing the PED based on how many sensors a single operator is
capable of controlling. The manpower and cost implications appear to be
small compared with the requirements to PED other sensors.
T/FDOA can be leveraged to improve multi-intelligence operations.
Adding a SIGINT with T/FDOA capability to UAS instantly increases our
ability to provide more information about targets by layering
complementing ISR sensors. The accuracy and speed of T/FDOA geolocation
can make a large impact in our ability to cross-cue. Cross-cueing must
happen within seconds to be successful. T/FDOA geolocation provides
high-accuracy geolocation very quickly, reducing the time delay between
intelligence types and the area that a second intelligence, such as
FMV, would need to search. For C3, the emerging ISR MTO concept meets
the C3 needs for T/FDOA geolocation in complex operating environments.
This research was intended as a theoretical “proof of concept” for
the use of T/FDOA geolocation on UAS. It shows what we would gain from
using T/FDOA geolocation in an opportunistic fashion and as a secondary
mission on UAS. There are many questions and analysis beyond the scope
of this research that would need to be investigated before realizing a
T/FDOA geolocation capability on UAS. This work outlined what would be
necessary for a SIGINT system capable of T/FDOA geolocation. There is
much more work that would need to be accomplished to create this SIGINT
system. Additional sensors on a platform can cause issues with the
current sensors, including SWAP trade-offs and issues from emissions on
overlapping frequencies. For each platform that would host T/FDOA, the
compatibility of a T/FDOA sensor with the other sensors would need to
be investigated. In this work, only the cost implications of the
manpower for PED were examined. The complete costs of implementation
are much broader and range from costs associated with maintenance in
the field to potential costs of additional bandwidth. These costs would
need to be thoroughly researched. This research points out the
importance of quickly transitioning between intelligence types, but
does not delve into the tasking and re-tasking of sensors. The best
method of tasking of multi-intelligence capable assets to leverage
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sensors for primary and secondary missions would need to be further
investigated.
There are many potential stakeholders for T/FDOA geolocation.
At the DoD level, the major stakeholder is the Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (USD AT&L). Within
USD AT&L, Unmanned Warfare (UW) is the lead for providing oversight of
UAS acquisitions, including all subsystems such as sensors. For each
individual service, stakeholders fall into similar groups. There are
those that operate the UAS, those that conduct the PED for the
intelligence data collected by the UAS, those that use the
intelligence, and those that purchase the sensors. Each of these
stakeholders will need to work together to create the most useful
T/FDOA-capable sensor. Cooperation across services and organizations is
important to create the most capable sensor. The accuracy of T/FDOA can
be improved by increasing the number of sensors participating in the
geolocation. Sensors that are interoperable are essential for T/FDOA
geolocation to be the most useful.
There are several next steps that DoD should take to continue
pursuing T/FDOA geolocation on UAS. This research shows how T/FDOA
geolocation on UAS would complement direction finding and provide an
ability to go after difficult targets in a COIN/IW environment. A full
gap analysis should be done to illustrate how T/FDOA would fit in DoD’s
geolocation portfolio. As stated above, this research touches only on
one cost implication for T/FDOA. A complete cost-benefit analysis would
be needed to justify the capability. Finally, a technology
demonstration would be needed before moving forward.
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A. DIRECTTION FINDING MODEL
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systematic error and random error. Typically, systematic errors are
known and therefore can be accounted for in the implementation. As with
successor models, Stansfield assumes that bearings are corrupted only
by random errors, which are assumed to be from a Gaussian distribution
with a mean of zero.34 Stansfield uses the following geometry:
, , ,

,

positions of d. f. stations

number of d. f. stations
semi

distance between two d. f. stations

distance of point to be located from d. f. station
distance from station J, etc.
station bearing
bearing from station J, etc.
error in bearing
error in bearing from station J, etc.
distance from point to be located to line of bearing from station J, etc.
distance from an arbitrary point to line of bearing from station J, etc.

If the true position of the emitter is unknown, but guessed to be
at point S, with coordinates x,y and perpendicular distance

from the

line of bearing of station J, then:
sin

cos

The equation for the likelihood of the set of position lines is
then:
…

…

1
2

…

exp

1
2

sin

cos

…

Using the following substitutions to make the equations easier to
write:

34

Stansfield validated the assumption of Gaussian with mean of
zero using actual data gathered during World War 2. He removed
approximately 1 percent of the bearings that were determined to have
egregious errors.
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sin

sin

cos

cos

cos

sin

The

,

cos

sin

, which maximizes the expression in the exponent above, is

the best guess for the fix:
1

cos

sin

1

cos

sin

If this is repeated, the distribution of the “optimal fixes” is:
,

exp

2

1
2

2

This can be transformed into
1

,

2

exp

1
2

where,
,

4

.

ERRORS
The errors that impact direction finding include measurement
errors, position errors, and random errors. This model focuses on
measurement error, particularly the measurement of the angle of
arrival. For simplicity, the errors for AOA measurement are determined
using a constant LOB angular error. This could be changed to a random
draw from a normal distribution, with mean of zero and standard
deviation defined by the parameter sigma.
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MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
I adapted a model that had been previously used in work done for
RAND’s Project AIR FORCE. This model is based on the Stansfield
approach described above. A graphical depiction of the model is shown
in Figure A.2. The inputs are the range interval between the target and
receiver (ex. 50km – 400km), the flight times of the LOBs (ex. 60sec,
120sec, 180sec), the measurement interval for each AOA (ex. 3 sec), and
the single-hit AOA accuracy (ex. 0.07 deg). Using those inputs, the
true LOB angle is calculated. The error in range and azimuth are then
determined for each point along the range interval. These estimates are
then used to create a 1-sigma error ellipse for each range increment.
Figure A.2
Graphical Depiction of Direction Finding Model

Model Inputs
Range Interval Desired (km)
LOB flight times (sec)
Measurement interval (sec)
Single hit AOA accuracy (deg)

Calculations
Calculate the LOB
angle
Calculate the
error in range

Model Outputs
1 sigma error
ellipse

Calculate the
error in azimuth

Stansfield’s method is a simple method that will provide a good
first cut of the accuracy. There are other, more complex and more
accurate methods to estimate the error of direction finding. For the
comparisons in this dissertation, Stansfield’s method is a good
approximation.
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B. ORBIT GEOMETRY RESULTS

SCENARIO 1: TWO CIRCULAR FMV ORBITS
In this scenario, there are two UAS each flying circular FMV
orbits. The orbit parameters for each case are listed in Table B.1.
Table B.1
Orbit Parameters for Scenario 1
Aircraft 1: Circular FMV Orbit
X

Y

Altitude

Offset

Offset

Case 1

150km

150km

20kft

Case 2

200km

200km

Case 3

200km

Case 4

Radius

Aircraft 2: Circular FMV Orbit
X

Y

Altitude

Radius

Offset

Offset

20km

150km

150km

20kft

20km

20kft

20km

75km

75km

20kft

20km

200km

20kft

20km

125km

125km

20kft

20km

300km

100km

25kft

20km

150km

150km

25kft

20km

Case 5

250km

250km

30kft

20km

50km

50km

20kft

20km

Case 6

150km

150km

15kft

20km

250km

250km

30kft

20km

Case 7

150km

150km

15kft

20km

150km

150km

15kft

20km

Case 8

150km

150km

15kft

10km

150km

150km

15kft

20km

Case 9

150km

150km

30kft

10km

150km

150km

30kft

20km

Case 10

150km

150km

20kft

10km

150km

150km

20kft

10km

An example of the output of the model for this scenario is shown
in Figures B.1 and B.2.
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Fi
igure B.1
Example of Scenario 1: Two Cir
rcular FMV
V Orbits

Fi
igure B.2
Histogram
m of Scenar
rio 1 Erro
or Ellipse Areas
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SCENARIO 2: ONE SAR, ONE RACETRACK FMV
In this scenario, one of the UAS is collecting SAR imagery and the
other is flying a racetrack FMV orbit. The orbit parameters for each
case are listed in Table B.2.
Table B.2
Orbit Parameters for Scenario 2
Aircraft 1: SAR Orbit

Aircraft 2: Racetrack FMV
Orbit

X

Y

Offset

Offset

Case 1

50km

150km

Case 2

75km

Case 3

Alt

Axis of

X

Y

Alt

RA

RB

Path

Center

Center

20kft

X

150km

150km

20kft

40km

5km

100km

20kft

X

150km

150km

20kft

5km

40km

150km

200km

30kft

X

250km

250km

30kft

5km

40km

Case 4

150km

75km

25kft

X

250km

250km

30kft

40km

5km

Case 5

200km

50km

30kft

X

75km

125km

15kft

40km

5km

Case 6

100km

75km

25kft

Y

125km

125km

15kft

10km

50km

Case 7

200km

50km

30kft

Y

125km

125km

25kft

50km

10km

Case 8

75km

150km

20kft

Y

50km

250km

25kft

50km

10km

Case 9

100km

100km

15kft

Y

200km

200km

30kft

10km

50km

Case 10

75km

200km

30kft

Y

100km

100km

20kft

10km

50km

An example of the output of the model for this scenario is shown
in Figures B.3 and B.4.
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Fi
igure B.3
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Fi
igure B.4
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rio 2 Erro
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SCENARIO 3: SAR FMV 2 CASES SUMMARY
In this scenario, one of the UAS is collecting SAR imagery and the
other is flying a circular FMV orbit. The orbit parameters for each
case are listed in the Table B.3.

Table B.3
Orbit Parameters for Scenario 3
Aircraft 2: Circular FMV

Aircraft 1: SAR FMV
X

Y

Offset

Offset

Alt

Orbit
Axis of

X

Y

Path

Offset

Offset

Alt

Radius

Case 1

50km

150km

20kft

X

150km

150km

30kft

20km

Case 2

75km

100km

20kft

X

150km

150km

20kft

20km

Case 3

150km

200km

30kft

X

100km

100km

20kft

20km

Case 4

150km

75km

25kft

X

100km

100km

20kft

10km

Case 5

200km

50km

30kft

X

75km

125km

20kft

10km

Case 6

100km

75km

25kft

Y

100km

100km

20kft

10km

Case 7

200km

50km

30kft

Y

150km

150km

15kft

20km

Case 8

75km

150km

20kft

Y

200km

200km

20kft

20km

Case 9

100km

100km

15kft

Y

75km

150km

20kft

20km

Case 10

75km

200km

30kft

Y

150km

150km

20kft

10km

An example of the output of the model for this scenario is shown
Figure B.5 and B.6.
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Fi
igure B.6
Histogram
m of Scenar
rio 3 Erro
or Ellipse Areas

SCENAARIO 4: GMTI
I-FMV 1 CASSES
In this scenario,
s
one
o
of the
e UAS is fl
lying a GM
MTI orbit a
and the
other
r is flyin
ng a racetr
rack FMV orbit.
o
The orbit par
rameters fo
or each
case are liste
ed in Table
e B.4.
Ta
able B.4
Orb
bit Paramet
ters for S
Scenario 4
Aircraft
A
1: GMTI Orbit
t

Ai
ircraft 2: R
Racetrack F
FMV
Orbit

X

Y

Alt

RA
A

Center
r

Center

Case 1

100km

100km

20kft

100km

Case 2

100km

100km

20kft

Case 3

0km

100km

Case 4

0km

100km

RB

X

Y

Alt
t

RA

Center

Ce
enter

20km

150km

150km

50km

25kft

100km

25kft

150km

RB

15
50km

20kf
ft

40km

5
5km

150km

15
50km

20kf
ft

5km

4
40km

20km

250km

25
50km

30kf
ft

5km

4
40km

0km

250km

25
50km

30kf
ft

40km

5
5km
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Case 5

100km

0km

30kft

100km

20km

75km

12
25km

15kf
ft

40km

5
5km

Case 6

100km

0km

30kft

150km

50km

125km

12
25km

15kf
ft

10km

5
50km

Case 7

100km

0km

20kft

100km

20km

125km

12
25km

25kf
ft

50km

1
10km

Case 8

0km

100km

20kft

150km

50km

50km

25
50km

25kf
ft

50km

1
10km

Case 9

150km

150km

30kft

100km

20km

200km

20
00km

30kf
ft

10km

5
50km

Case 10

150km

150km

30kft

150km

50km

100km

10
00km

20kf
ft

10km

5
50km

An exampl
le of the output
o
of the model for this scenario i
is shown
igures B.7
7 and B.8.
in Fi
Fi
igure B.7
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cenario 4: One GMTI,
, One Race
etrack FMV
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Fi
igure B.8
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rio 4 Erro
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SCENAARIO 5: GMTI
I-FMV2

CASES SUMMARY

In this scenario,
s
one
o
of the
e UAS is fl
lying a GM
MTI orbit a
and the
other
r is flyin
ng a circul
lar FMV or
rbit. The o
orbit para
ameters for
r each
case are liste
ed in Table
e B.5.
Ta
able B.5
Orb
bit Paramet
ters for S
Scenario 5
Aircrafft 2: Circular FMV

Aircraft 1: GMTI
G
Orbit
X

Y

Alt
A

RA

Center

Center

Case 1

100km

100km

20
0kft

100km

Case 2

100km

100km

20
0kft

Case 3

0km

100km

Case 4

0m

Case 5

100km

O
Orbit
RB

X

Y

Alt

R
Radius

O
Offset

Offseet

20km

1550km

150km
m

15kft

220km

150km

50km

2000km

200km
m

20kft

220km

25
5kft

100km

20km

2000km

200km
m

20kft

220km

100km

25
5kft

150km

50km

3000km

100km
m

25kft

550km

0km

30
0kft

100km

20km

2550km

250km
m

30kft

220km
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Case 6

100km

0km

30
0kft

150km

50km

1550km

150km
m

15kft

550km

Case 7

100km

0km

20
0kft

100km

20km

1550km

150km
m

15kft

220km

Case 8

0km

100km

20
0kft

150km

50km

1550km

150km
m

15kft

110km

Case 9

150km

150km

30
0kft

100km

20km

1550km

150km
m

30kft

110km

Case 10
1

150km

150km

30
0lft

150km

50km

1550km

150km
m

20kft

110km

An exampl
le of the output
o
of the model for this scenario i
is shown
in Fi
igures B.9
9 and B.10.
.
Fi
igure B.9
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ample of Scenario
S
5:
: One GMTI
I, One Circ
cular FMV
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Fig
gure B.10
Graph of
o Scenario
o 5 Error Ellipse Ar
reas
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C. CAP ALLOCATION M ODEL

I used th
he Model Bu
uilder wit
thin ArcGIS
S to creat
te the CAP model.
The layout
l
of the model is shown in Figure C.1. The model inpu
uts are
the altitude
a
of
o the plat
tforms, th
he number o
of CAPs to
o be modele
ed, and
the line
l
of si
ight distan
nce to be used.

Fi
igure C.1
CA
AP Model
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1. Model CAP Locations
Create Random Points: Using the input for number of CAPS, random
points are created within the boundaries of Afghanistan to represent
the locations of the CAPs.
Add XY Coordinates: The latitude and longitude of each of these
points is added to the attribute table and the point shapefile is
saved.
2. Model Line of Sight Overlap
Buffer: Using the point shapefile, a ring is created around each
point at the inputted line of sight distance.
Intersect: These rings are intersected with each other to
determine sections that can be seen by multiple CAPs. Each intersection
is a separate polygon within a polygon shapefile.
Clip: The intersected rings are cut to fit within the boundaries
of Afghanistan.
Dissolve: The intersected rings are dissolved and a count field is
added to keep track of the number of CAPs that have line of sight to
each resulting intersection.
3. Add Areas
Project: The analysis until now has been performed using a
Geographic Coordinate System. To enable ArcGIS to calculate the areas
of each intersection in meters squared, the polygon shapefile needs to
be projected into a Project Coordinate System. The standard WGS 84 to
Plate Carree transformation is used.
Dissolve (2): The intersected polygons are dissolved based on the
number of CAPs that have line of sight to each area. The result is a
polygon shapefile with a polygon for example the areas that can be seen
by 2 CAPs, and a separate polygon for the areas that can be seen by 3
CAPS, etc.
Add Field/Calculate Field: A field for the percentage area is
added and calculated. A polygon shapefile with the polygons and areas
by the number of CAPS is saved.
This is repeated with a third dissolve to determine the area that
can be seen by at least 2 CAPs. A polygon shapefile with the polygon
and area for what can be seen by at least 2 CAPs is saved.
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D. MANPOWER CALCULATIONS

I used Air Force Manual 38-208 Volume 2 to calculate the Minimum
Manpower Factor (MMF) as follows:
⁄

⁄

⁄

4.348

I used the man-hour available factor and overload factor for a military
work force on a 40-hour workweek.
7 24 4.348
151.5

⁄
1.077

1 1

4.476
The total MMF depends on the number of CAPs used for T/FDOA
geolocation.
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